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A commonplace 'of the 19F0s is to obserm that the United States
has moved well into a new post-industrial eta sometimes called'
"The Information Society" or "The Age of Communication." Tele-
co l' unkatiohs, including broadcasting, are playing a major roleb

Continuinrievolution.
We are only beginning to understand the, impacts of the elec-

.. tronic mass media on our individual lives and on our social institu-
ticvs. We know that television and radio are prime sources of
information*, and entertainment in our culture, but we are less
'certain abotit their iiifluences on attitudes). beliefs, and values.
Without alWays being able to differentiate cause frbm effect, we
know that "initant" communications significantly affect the very
course of history. Media coverage of the Civil Rights movement,
the Vietnam War, Watergate, and the Iranian crisis taught us that.

As educators, we are regularly reminded that the young spend
more thnd watching television than they spend in school. We know,
therefore, that television is a significant force in the education of
children:but we're not 'always sure what is being .learned. Our
educational Concerns also extend to more effective uses of tele-

/vision and radio in direct, classroom instruction. There is growing
recogmition of the need to harmonize informar, unstructured
media learning experiences rith those that take pkice through
Yormal instruction.

For the reasons suggested above, media 'literacy' is all impera-
tive of gur time. Television and ratho are too perya4ive, too
influential, to be ignored:Quite apart :rom the issue of whether
broadcasting enriches . or pollutes the emiront,, it will surely
continue to be an important social and cultirce.

There are two principal, complementary ways to pretinote more
sophisticated consumikion of broadcasting. (1) a*tensive critical
yiewing and listening; and (2) exposure to infoed crjtical
opinion. This second edition of Beyond the Wastelas44Wvides
an. updated "state of the art" on the criticism ofjareadcasting.
It offers infOrmation ihat will help tiachers sharpen their own

L.
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yin Foreword

critical capacities and, in gut; will help theln explore the uses of
Media c:iticism with their studelits. Beyond the Wastelrind also
provides important suggestions and contextual insights for the
mass media researcher.

This new edition, like its predecessor, ts published by the
Speech CoMmunication Association in cooperation with the
Educational Resources Infoxmation Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse
on Reading and Communication Skills. It is responsive to a man-
date from the National Institute of Education', under whose aegis
the ERIC program is administered, to make availabalf to teathers
and investigators publications that will help them apply current
knowledge more effectively. Through these publications, written
by such recognized national authorities as [Van Robert R. Smith,
the ERIC system extends its usefulness beyond its basic function
of providing a sophisticated educational resovrces data base.

Broadeasting's movement ."beyond thf wasteland" has been
aided and abettod by informed criticismi Spurred in iart.by an
unending succession of technological advances, we know that the
electronic mass media will continue to changewill continue tb
grow. Media, and the consuiners of media, assert reciprocal in-
fluences on one another. An enhanced citizen awareness of the
principles of broadcasting criticism can help hasten the day when
the "wasteland" metaphor will no longer be appropriate. It is
toward that end that this book has been written.

William Work, Director
Speech 6onununication-
Module, ERIC/RCS .



Preface
(.

Yesterdai morning, the CBS-TV morning show featured, among
other things, an essay on tie political effects of tilevision by Jeff
Greenteld. It was a well-researched, carefully argued piece of writ-
ing. It was not, however, unusual. Two days earlier I watehed Ron
Hendron on NBC-TV's Today Show. He reviewed a new series
onof all networksNBC. In 'a demonstration of editorial integrity
that would astonish many print journalists, he trounced the bro-
gram. Somewhat lighthearted compared with Greenfield's effort,
it .nevertheiess demonerated a close and careful analysis of the
program. On ABC's morning progranr, Rona Barrett presented a
brief photo essay on two leading television performers. Although
neither as careful as Greenfield, nor as perceptive as Hendron,
it was, in a sense, television criticism. Television criticism has be-
come part of our breakfast routine.

This is a radical change in four years since the first edition /
of this book appeared. At that e, I bemoaned the absence o
regular, independent published ticism. "Television criticism,"
I wrote, "is a much neglectel fo Perhaps it was.

Yeta in a different sense, tele on and radio have always Wad
critics. When Commissioner Newto Minow of tbe Federal Com-
munications. Commission (FCQ tal d of a "est wasteland," he
was engaging in criticism. Sena r Pastore awl the leaders of
the citizen's group. Action for Childre 's Television, criticized the
Saturday asornig.g "children's ghetto," 4,ey were kacticing tele-
vision ay. 'sm. When former Vice dent Spiro.Agnew attacked
television newsieporters sue an Rather, he, also, was prictic-
ing television criticism. Jo t and consumer affairs specialist
Betty Furness, former ent Lyndon' 'B. Johnson', riffice of
Telecommunications P head Clay T. Whiteldad, Everett
Parker of the United Church of Christall have functioned as
television critics.

One of the oddities of television is that, when ive think at
criticism, we treciuently think of these public figures rather tharl
Harlan Ellison, Les Brown, or others who write criticism in a tra-
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ditional way. Perhaps published television criticism is weak be-
cause thLire are so thany critics in government, in universities, in
barbershops, and in millions'othomes.

That may be a facile way of explaining the dearth of pub-
.--Ii.4ted criticism, however. After all, presidents, professors, barbers,

and fathers ail criticize sports, and no newspaper of any stature
_ functions without a prosperous and lively sports department in

which opihion and colorful writing flourish. No, we can't explain
the weakness of television critieism by saying that everyone does
it. We must look elsewhere.

One reason may be that the television industry systematically
discourages critics. In the mid-1960s, one network purchased a
full-page advertisement in the New. York Times to proclaim that
-nobody likes us but people." They proudly pointed out that,
although the critic's had panned their offerings, their ratings were
very high. Siich audacity, such brazen 'contempt for qualitative
judgments, is nearly unthinkable in ae.y of the other performing
arts.

Not only does the induskry discourage criticism, but teleision
itself is very difficult to criticize. It is essentially.repetitive, a
critic, even a tough-skinned, imaginative, ded:cated critic, sfridously
review each program in a comedy series? Would anyone/ want to
read this serial cataloguing ot mediocrity? The answer to both
questicnis appears to be no. Critics tend to criticize those programs4-
that are interesting to criticize: specials, major news events, a new
series that has been widely promoted, or programs concerning well-

'. known personalities. Most of the'prograros that most of the people
watch most of the time do not lend themselves to thoughtful
evaluation.

Lacking programs. to intereit them, critics frequently turn to
the issues that lie be ind the programs. Should political candidates

'r be given equal time Should there be a limit on the number of
, minutes devoted to adyertislng in a program? Should the induatry $

einploy more* members of minority groups? Should citizen groupst
. have more influence b prograMming? In this;way, the critics of

broadcasting turn from he programs and enter debates on public
policy, politics, the social effects of the media, the ethics of adver-
Using, and other tangential topics. This debate is usually not re-.
ported in the daily television column. It appears in academic
journals, law journals, elite magazines, the gongressional Record,
and the publications of action groups. Meanwhile, the programs
c ontinue hou? after hour, day after daY, without thoughtful0.
criticism.

714
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One interesting development in European iknd British wilting
about television is that.critics have begun to pay attention to the
"flow." Raymond Williams, an Etiglish critic, has used the term to
mean the rapid pais.. ing of uritsnews items, for iiistance7making
up an overall sense of the program. Others, particularly Finnish
scholars, have used the term to point to° the fl9w of American
programs onto the screens of other nations, many of them in the
Third. World: These critics use the concept of flow to demonstrate
iind argue against %American impetialism. I3oth viewpoints mini-
mize the importance of the individuaI program by pointing to the
vast quantity of programs, arguing that programs are more impor-
tant in the mass than in the particular.

in these short essays we will he concerned. with understanding
tek.vision criticism as it occurs in America:We will consider thef various points of view from which broadcasting can be Criticized
from the standpoint of the public policy maker, the social scientist, .
the audience member, and, of course, the aesthetician. We will
also be concerned with the varioas ways in which critics evaluate,
the broadcasting in ustry, governMent regulators, and programs.

Finally. we will consider the possibility that the absence of
criticism may have been beneficial to the development of televi-'
sion. American teleyisionnis, after all, the most jmitated system in
the world. Perhaps ne of the reasons is that it has grown freely in
response to audien e and economic pressures. The absence of a
humane and civilizing.criticism may have fostered an overwhelming
Lincem for programs acceptable to what N. L. Mencken called

the ''hoohocracy."; it may also have provial an opportunity fôr
..opular art to thrive without the restraints of a criticism based on
isle, style, and exceilence. The absence of television criticism

mtv have allowed tetevision to become our liveliest primitive att.
Reading about criticism, of course, is rather like reading about

swimming a dancing. If you don't practice while you read, you
won't have much su&ess. To help you along, a few readings have
been suegested at the end of each chapter. Thiy ere, far the most
part, only. intrOductory.

Here, thr, are several perspectives on television criticism.

e
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I The.P.rocess of Criticism -

Criticism is 'a way of behaving. It is the process of relating to theobject to be evahiated in a rèsponsiye and intelligent 'manner. The
process of criticism is not completed until that response is inte-*
grated into prior knowledge of the object, evaluated, *rid com-
municated t9 others. The process of piticism includes perception, '
integration, evaluition,.and expression.

The 'first part -of this book is concerned With the process of
criticizing broadcast programs. In it We will consider crit4cism as a
wayeof knowing, the varieties of criticism, two critical approaches-
the mythological and, ihe public policy orientedand we will end
by looking at Griteria that have been used by some critics in thepast.

,
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The Aims f Criticism

Each of us perforrni aNariety of critical acts each day. Arranging
books on our bookshelf, is a modest\critical activity. Recommend-
ing a book, film, or television program to a ifriOd is a more self-
conscwus variety of criticism. Criticizing a program or defending a
program frorp the attack of iomeone else is the mNsst obyiously
critical behaVior in which most of us engage. sWe are all, at sometiine or other, critics of books, people, films, and television and
radio programs. This book is concerned with television and radiocriti4sni.

Although most of us discuss broaplcast programs frequently,
it is wilikely that we have formulated/criteria forevaluating them.Wo- may be self-conscious in disctissing literary genre (essays,
poetry, fiction, oc.), and we may/have a strong sense of the major
periods and the prominent writeis iP,. each, but it is unlikely that
we have a comparable critical apparatus for dealing with radio or
televisiqn. Broadcasting may be vaguely accused of misleading
Children; or of being "mediocre," Nit we seldom make formal crit-
ical judwaents about-programs, They simply exist. We ask little
of them, and they demand little of us.

In the following chapters it mill be arguecbthat television and
radio are Complex, that the issiies are sometimes central )ur
notions of democracy and our çoncem. abctnt the First A..iend-
ment, lind that they offer a widow n contempopry culture.
The aim of "this book is to encoage viewers to listen ancl, view
critically. Before we begin, it may b worth spending a feirwords

_

considering the functions of critic'
Th'ere are at least four ways of knoçyingrthe wayof the scien-

tist, the rhetorician, the tnystic, the critic. Scientists are
concerned with explaining data. There ake, in science, no experts.
A- beginner may develop a theory which teals a Nob.: prize from
world-renowned scientisti. James Watson, for instance, Was a
graduate student when he sand his partner deieloped their explana-
tion of, the DNA molecide. In science all opinions are, or ought tois--

12
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.. 4 Beyond trig' Wasteland

be, equal. Eloquence will not create evidence that. will fit &faulty
theory .,Scientists are ere piricalthey insist upoh evidence.

Rhetoricians operate in quite a different way. Thdy acknowl-
edge that opiniu- 3 are unequal, that ideas have histories that may
be inipertant, that arguments may be* won by ethos, pathos, ;or
logos. They are conyemed with argument, and the winning argu-
ment may be batIM upon ethical appeal rather than a scientist's
evidence. Rhetoricians in a more pomplex world than scien-
tists, a world in which doubts, iTon3P, and path.)s play a part.
Nevertheless, rhetoricians can usually relate all.evidence, all par-
suasivv devices, and all appeals to the single point being argued.
They are concerned with the decision in an argument.

Others may use s4bjective "evidence." For instance, mystics
admit an even greater variety of evidence. Visions, rhetorical

v:ces, and "hard" evidence are all acceptable to mystics. Truth
is the criteriod used in mystical determinations, and truth is more
subjective than evidence, argument, or reason.

Finally, we &ime to critics. Critics, like mystics and rhetoricians,
allow a variety of evidence to be introduced. Aesthetic judgments,
social scientific information about media effects, political discus-.
sions about public policy, and technological information about the
potential of the media are 'all acceptable to critics of radie or tele-
vision. Although critics should be fair and*, accurate in using
sources, there is no *arbitrary limit Upon the kinds of support they
can use to inform a critical judgment.

Like scientists, critics consider all- opinions, although expert
opinion is likely to count for more. If scientists are concerned
with explanation, 'mystics with puth, and rhetoricians with argu-, mentation:critics are concerned with evaluation.

Of course, evaluation by itself is, not a very helpful act. If
critics behaved like "baseball umpires who mereIy, call the pitches
'without explaining how they arrive at their Ovaluations, they
would be of little .use t1-.) their readers. Cri .ics Must explain their
evaluations. If this is done successfully, the 'result will be a ne*
insight which may aid their readers in making future decisions.
This insight is perhaps the greatest contribution critics can make
to ,their readers.

The Aim of the Critic

Critics, while attempting to provide insight and helpful eval-
uations to readers, may have other -aims. They may, for instance,

0



The kints of Criticism 5

have a strong desire to reform commercial broadcasting. If this is
their aim, they Will select shows which demonstrate to their
readers either the shortcomihgi of the existing system or, if they
find a program' which meets their approval, the potentials of the
system. 'Reform of the system is one of the primary aims of a
number of critics, such as Robert Lewis Shayon, and groups, sucf
as Action for Children's Television.

- Other writeis have selected other aims. flora Newcomb,
for instance, has attempted to solve the problem of television
criticism by exploring the v. ays in which television uses history.
Others, *such as Oscar Hand lin 'and David Manning White, have
been .interested -in the ways in which television and radio have
influenced ,jaeopular culture. Still others have selected as their ahl
the understanding of the relation of mass communication to tra-
ditional cultureEdward Shils comes to mindwhile others, such

-as Ernest Van Den Haag, have been concerned with the social
effects of broadcasting and the development of the consensual
society. Critics have had commitments to reform, Marxism, high
ak4thetic standards, the adulation of celebrities, consumers, or
the understanding of tbe medium:

Such aims may exist alongside other, more pragmatic conSid-
erations. For example, critics, like other, writers; need to fmd a.
readershili it they are to stay in business. This concern may en-
courage thim to emphasize the journalistically interesting at the
expense of the critically important. In addition, critics must be
concerned about their reputation among broadcasters.

In short, critics, likz other persons, May wear blinders, which
-may he ideological (Marxism or conservatism), psychological (a
preference for certain kinds of. concerns), or expedient (a desire to
get by-lines and be quoted). These private commitments of critio
may give depth to their writing or may limit their vision.

However, a critic is not simply an advocate for a point of view.
The role is larger than that of the advocate. Critics must perceive
the program being criticized as openly and fairly as possible.
Then, they must integrate that perception into their prior knowl-
edge of the subjectits genre, audience, industry economics, and
publk policyand they Must then evaluate the program by the
stinclards appropriate to it. Theatre critic Stark Young once sug-
gested that ,the criteria for judging a play are implicit, in the play
itself. Imagine the play as-excellent as it might be, he suggested,
amd then compare the play as performed with the standard extrap-

, olated from it. Similarly, critics/of broadcasting can be -urged 40

1 4
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6 Beyond the Wastekwd

judge each program by the standards suggested by the program
itself.

Finally, critics must communicate their perception, integra-
tion, and evaluation to others. Critics must be variously sensitive
and open, analytic, knowledgeable, and, finally, Creative-in com-
municating the results of their work. The critical act bt not com-
plete until critics have informed, and perhaps persuaded:others.

a
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The Vhrieties' of Criticism

The term "criticism" is applied to a variety .of kinds of writing.
The consequence is confusion about the purposes of televizion
criticiim and the standards which should be applied when eve!,
uating it. After all, an essay on public policy in the Mother Earth

.News should not be 'Considered in the same way as, say, a short
blurb suMmarizing a feature film-which might appear in TV Guide.
In this chapter we will consider the varieties of criticism and the
standards appropriate,to each.

There are various possible ways in which television criticism
could be categorized: by length, by the medium in hhich it ap-4
pears, by the ,author's presumed intention, or by the subject (a
proZram, a personality-, a policy) Avith which it deals. Some crit-
ieism is used in making viewing choices; some, as entertainment;
some; as a.source of nesiis about the industry. We have attempted
eo group critici9n according to the ivays in which readers might
use it and how it might function for them. The categories are,
of course, arbitrary. They will be useful if they lead readers into
quaking distinctions among the varieties of criticism and, perhaps,
to .creatiug categories which more nearly describe their own ex-
periehce. as canSumers of teldvi4on criticism.

Previews. The praview is probably the most influential of all
form.s of criticism. Unlike any of the other kinds, it can inthience
the viewers' program choices before the time of broadcast. Al-
though previews apeear before the program is viewed by the
audience, we may consider them criticism because they are often
based upon a pre-viewing of a tape recording of the show. This
is particularly trire of previews carried by wire services, such as
Assoffited Press, United Press International, or other syndicated
newspaper services, Their writers, usually based in' New York or
Los Angeles. miy. have easier access to previewing than writers in
other cities.

In local newspapers, the preview is frequently based upon a
criticism written by a writer for a wire service and rewritten lo-

7
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8 Beyond the Wasteland

cally. Clearly, local writers are dependent upon second-hand infor-
mation and their judgments are likely to be questionable.

Another source of information for previews is the press release
from a network or local station. Obviously, stations and networks
are not impartial 'sources for critical judgments. yet, the distor-
tion introduced by source bias is less than might be expected, .
because networks and stations usually expend their promotional
efforts primarily on programs likely to be either popur or critical
successes.

Typically, a preview is succinctfifty words 9r less is not
uncommonand usually mentions .the subject matter and the
leading participants and indicates what is of unusual interest in
the program. Frequently, these judgments are compressed into a
code ("dull," "interesting," or "don't miss") 9r into symboli (four
stars, three stars, etc.).

Previews vary widely in value. In assessing them, it is useful
to ask: Is the evaluation basecl upon a viewing of the program
or upon press releases from the producers? Is the preview signed
or anonymous? Have other previews from the same source proved
valule to mein my viewing?

. Because it is usually short in length, the preview is not a form
appropriate for complex arguments or subtle judgments. When it .

is unsigned; we may not know whether yie are getting thinly dis-
guised program advertising or an' independent judgment. Despite ,-
all these shortcrabings, the preview is frequently decisive in viewer
decisions about what to watch and deserves analysis.

Gossip Columns. Radio and television personalities are of
interest to thousands, and they benefit from a4y mention, they
may receive in the; press. It 4 not surprising that many news-
papers carry articles in which the personal and professional ac-
tivities of these personalities are reported. Many stories are un,
related to broadcasting (for instance, where a personality lives
or his or her hobbies or_ political acavities). Others, when they
report .information about how decisidns are made about prdgrams,
may tie useful in understanding broadcasting.

In some . newspapers, particularly in smaller cities, human
interest items about persomilities are intermixed with evaluative
comments or reports of the judgments of others, ag: well as with.
press releases from stations, and the whole is presented as the
work of the "television critic." Ihe %unity of such columns' is
usually derived from the journalistic style of the compiler.

Gossip columns are useful for creatink interest in the persons

*
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The Varieties et Criticism 9

.resrionsible for programs. They may contain information about.
. the industry. _otherwise unobtainable. To the ettent that they

substitute criticism of the person for criticirm of the programt
himiver, they are Useless to, the student of broadcastiiv.

Daily Reviews: A minority of newspapersthe exaz.;. number
is not known--employ a cthiter to produce a critical essay on
broadcasting two or three times a week. &lane a these columns
border on the 'gossip trientioned earlier, while others contain inter-
esting analyses of programs viewed/the preceding day.

The best of such criticsLes Brown, Harlan Ellison, and Michael
Arlen are among the best practitioners in the recent past--have
tlioughtfully worked out their critical methods and write as ser-
iously and responsibly as their colleaves who deal with music and
theatre.

The daily review typically is concerned with the critical reac-
tion to a single program. The critic My compare/a program with
others in a series or With other sinsilar prograls, but the focus
is normally on a single prograM.

The curse of daily reviewers 'is that 'their audience cannot see
:Ithe program after reading te revievi. Further, those who have
seen the show swill already have made their evaluations. If pro-
grams Were re-run on a regular basis; daily reviewers might have
greater influence on viewers or programmers. As it is, they must
be content to suggest that their readers seek out or avoid similar
programs in the future. It Ls the fate of these hapless reviewers
to be read only after.the event by an audience that does not have
access to the subject Of their

When reading reviews, it 401725fak useful to ask: Doei the re-
viewer' have consistent criterierifhich he or she applies regularly,
or does the reviewer write on the Wish; of unspItematic criteria?
Are the suggestions in the review useful inInaki4 future viewing
dekisions? Is there a revitwer whose judgments I find interesting
and useful 411 maldng my viewing deeisions?

Weekly Criticisth. The most complex*, knowledgeable, and
thoughtful criticism frequently appears in weekly or 'monthly pub-
lications such as TV guide, the Sunday New York Timea enter-
tainment section, The New Yorker; and Variety. Many magazines,'
such as Time and NewiWeek, carry regular criticism, while others,
su0 as the-New Republie, Cosmopolitan, Atlantic Monthly, or
Harper's Magazine, carry tritipisni when there is a program or is-
'sue which, in the editors' judgment, is of interest to their readers.It is in the weekly. essay that writers . often find that they

4
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can bark off from specific programs and conait:er program trends
-and issues. It is also here that writers can develop ideas at length.

Although there is no single "best plakce" to look for such
essays, readers who include TV Guide and. the. Sunday New York
"Times entertainment section in their diet will ennounter some of

e hest curreni essayi on telegision.
In evaluating weekly criticism (or monthly, in the case of

. e magazines), it may be useful to ask: Has the writer con-
du .ted research hi: the programs or issues he or she is discussing,
or kloes the writer depend upon secondary sources? Are the major
isst4es of the day considered? Are the issues considered of con-

ire nt to me as a viewer, or do they serve the interests of those in
the industry? \

What Do Critics Write About?
1

%Although critics of literature and the arts deal with perfornfiL
ances, whether written, painted, sung, or played, television critics
often devote much of their writing to other matters. Below are
some categories which may be useful in annlyzing broadcast
criticism.

Program previews..
Program reviews.
Cable distribution systems, their promise and pro6lems.
Induitry economics, including advertising, costs, sponsors, etc.
Oovernmental affairCincluiiing regulatory problemk with both
the Fcc atri the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).
Political elfects of television and political uses of television..
Personalities, -including interviews with stars, broadcasters,
executives.
Technical affairs, including new devices and technical prob..'
lems of covering an unusual event.
Home,video recorders imd,other technological develoPments.
Program practices.and policies, including reasons for program
decisions..
Audience matters, includi g ratings, lettOs om readers,
comments on the audience Lky broadcasters.
Effects of television, includ' g violence, social change, arid'
so oh.

1
M1,
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The Varieties of Criticisat 11

Broadcasting critics include 'in their writing matt:ars often
neglected by critics of other forms.- Music critic.!, for instance,
seldoil write about the economics of music. This variety ,gives
critics of broadcasting the opportunity to investigate and write
abqut the problems of the day. This is in response, in part, to
the sameness of the programs, which discourages serious criticism,
and, in part, to audience interests. Many of us find the economics
cif broadcasting .or its alleged effects fascinating, and critics have
been quick to cater to that interestos-

The Functions of Criticism
.

As we nave suggested above, many critics write as guides for
viewers. Others try to convey information which may be orin-
terest to viewers. Still others have assigned themselves mor am
bitious tasks: to address the industry and encourage reform, to
alert censumers to what they may expect and may or may not
receive from broadcasting, or to make sense of radio and television
as forms of popular art. -
- In an article in the Journal of Broadcasting, Peter Mayeux
analyzed the stated and manifest functions a three television
critics: Jack Gould, Larry Wolter, and Hal Humphrey.' He re-
ported that the tbree critics indiceted that the functions of critics
should lie "to inform ttje reader about the evelits of broadcasting, .
to act as 'mediator' betj.veen the viewing public and the television
industry, and to serve a catalyst for better programming anifit
the,full use-of the pot4flial of the television medium." In evaluat-
ingf their criticism, Ma eui noted that they tended to "talk di-
rectly as the industry improve television, and to inform and
entertain the reading ublic." It is interesting to note that two_

of their-manifest fun Voristalking directly to the industry and
entertaining-T-were nqt alnong their sts.ted functions.

Other critics have chosen to dc,4ribe their functions in dif-
ferent ways. Some have attempted to work out a, television aes
thetic,.soine have attempted to bring broadcasting rnto the intel-
lectual life of the twentieth century, and others have attempted
to alert their readers to television's role in the events of pur titme.- Harlan Ellison, television critic for the Los Angeles Free Press,
pranced a collection of tiis criticism with this warning:

But make no mistake. am not really talking about TV here,
I am talking about dissidence, repression, censorship, the btu-

I.
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telity and stupidity of much of our ture, the threat of the
Common Man, the dingo" of being passive in 'a time when
the individual is merely annon.fodder, the lying and chatting
and killing our patziots" do in the sweet name of the Amer-
ican Way

Ellison emplusizes issues in his writing, providing very little in-
formation about the industxy and constantly prodding his readers
to consider what television is doing for them and to them.

There has been, since Gilbert Seldes first suggested that Krazy
Kat was, or at least had the potential to be, as aignificant as any
specific example of High Art, an interest in developing aesthetic
criteria fór film and broadcastifig. In 1962 Robert Lewis Shayon,
former television critic for the Saturday ,Reuiew, edited a col-
lection of essays concerned with televirlon as art. In it a diverse
group of utters, including Moses Hadas, Marya Mannes, Tyrone
Guthrie, Ashley Montague, %Ater Cronkite, and George Balanchine,
considered the status of television 'at that time. Re-reacling -the
collection' is an astonishing experience, primarily' becaUse most of
the probleps the writers identify remain unsolved and most of the
otential they identify in television remains unrealized. After

noting that "something must happen to give television a chance
- to develop in its own style, uffing the arts of the past, as a child,

in order to become a separate individual," Gilbert Seldea went
on to note:

Television may flourish without such an Indivilual
developmentand still make a lot of money. But it will
not have the fmal interest that silent movies had and
radio p -. to develop. It will tie a complex .of
techniques w ich have nottised into an art.3

As one reads the essaysi in the book, one is left .with the feeling
that television di'd not develop as Seliles and others hoped it would..

'This doe* not mean that television, or those in the audience,
have tailed. Horace Newcomb, hien essay entitled "Toward a Tele-
yision Aesthetic," noted that the central weakness of televiiion
is the "lack of artistic probability." :

Beam the shows conclude dramatically at the Aid of a single
episode, and because the necessity for a popular response calls
for an affirmative ending, we lose sight of the true complexity
of many sof the issues examined.5

He notes that this could be mercome by having different kinds
of problems in each epirde, and by, allowing the characters and
the situation tp grow and change. For example, Richie's decision

.
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to go to college, in Happy Days, co) allow him to develop and
could enlarge the content of the_ se? ies. Newcomb recognizes
television's aeithetic use of history, in which

we see families a domestic comedy behave as if they live in
an idealized nineteenth.century version 'of America. .. As if
our tinie somehow mythically coexisted with that of an easier
age, we cr,ate forms that speak in opposition to their contem-
purary settings.'

Television, in Newcomb's view, remakes both our own contem-
porary life and history. It relates them in ways whi.ch he thinks
misleading in public affairs, although possibly helpful in pointing
to the continuities in human life. MASH, for instance, or Flogan's
Heroes, may falsify war but point to enduring human concerns
and qualities such as status competition, sex and friendship.

Critics who insist on accuracy in both historical and contem-
porary programs are, of cturse, at odds with Newcomb. Michael J.
Arlen, for instance, argues that

Tiqevision has a transforming .kffect on events. It a trans-
forming effect on the people who watch the transfo4ned events
it's just hard to know what that Is, and hard to believe
that either the demonologists or those happy M Luhanesque
embraces of modernism get one much closer toward finding out,
although I could be wroiig about that.' .

In summary, television criticism may function to pass infor-
mation to the audience, to spur the industry, to work out a new
aesthetic or to help audience members become aware of what's
happening betauseof broadcasting.

The Future of Broadcasting Criticism

In an es;say in the Journal, of Broadcasting, Maurice Shelby re-
ported 'that a study clf patterns in broadcasting criticism over a
thirty-year period revealed a sixfold increase in the quantity
of criticism.8 He also noted that criticism has become more critical
and less neutral with the passage of time and that critics have
tended to write- about topics of national rather than local interest.

What does this suggest for the future of byoadcasting crit-
icism? One might postulate increasing negativism and a larger
amount of criticism as weekly special-interest newspapers multiply.
It is difficult tO look to the future of criticism, however, because
we have no tradition on which to base our projections. The ab-

_
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sence of a tradition is perhaps the most important characteristic.
of television and radio criticism. In its absence, one can assume
little about the future. except that critical diseussion will be sorely

6 needed. As Moses Radio has written, "The larger and more
Ar' criminate the a,2dience, the greater the need to safeguard and

pueify stan of quaiity and taste."9
There is sdi e evidence that critics, by emphasizing the rt:,

views of new program series, may miss_opportunities for analysis
of Ole issues. Jules Rossman, in a study of television ctitics in the
top 'ten markets, found that "public television programs constitutiNi.
about 10% of each critic's total reviews, new series about 41%,
and speci,ds only 21%." In his conClusion he noted that, "While
critics doubt their influence on programmers, government decision
raakers, or viewers, their columns still do ,not emphasize the kind
of content which could influence."I0

The studelif of the crIticism of broadcasting may fmd the
absence of a , canon confusing, the abseneg of standards for both
television and its critics dismaying, and the expanse of territory
available for criticism numbing. Although the absence of classics,
established categories, and well-defined criteria" makes the field
difficult to approach, the opportunities make it inviting. As Gilbert
Seldes noted, "television's tzue literature has, in fact, yet to be
written."
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Mythology and the Criticism
of Btoadcasting

On a typical. weekday evening, more than sixty million people will'
watch American television for at least part of the evening hours.
The programs they watch will often be rei.etitive situation com-
edkes, detective stories, adventure series, or news programs in
which the same reporters Warn daily to tell them about the
activities of a surprisingly stable cast of public figures. The pro- .
gratis change very little from day to day or week to, week.

One possible response to this sameness, reminiscent of a Detroit
assembly line, is boredom. Another is engaging in an analysis of
the etIonomics, regulation, or sociologif of the \..broadcasting
industry. Some critics, ''.-llowever, have been intrigued bk.the
sameness, suspecting that the heroes, villains, and repetitive
plots must have a meaning for audiences not reVealed 6y casual
analysis. They hgive argued that things are not as they seem.

If not, precisely how are, their? Television programs am sitnilsr,,
beneath their seeming variety, in the kinds of people, objects and
settin which they present. For. iniptiance, Walter Cronkito is like
a d t uncle who gives us reliable judgm, Ilts on family matters

e a sage who understands the Work a T.v.ise man who can
shoW us the way. DeoCiorants and t, - are like panaceas,
like secret formulas, like small mjra.. .:1r,w the actors with
clean bodies and sparkling teeth 'to L.ume the physical prob-
lems common to all of us. Newscasters, advertising products, and
television, heroes and villai4 are reileaningful to us beefy., se thpy
evoke memOries of similar persons and problems we have encoun-
terid in our work, our families, and our &earns.

Critics interested in the .ways. in which the perSons and plots
on television are related to Older, 'Mythic structures have !Jot-
rowed heavily from anthttpologists and literary scholars. In
many instances the, saMe langUOge is used. In this chapter we
will examine the methods of myth criticism'and relate them to
radio and television programs.

s
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Symbols: Personal, Social, and Archetypical

A symbol is a erord, thing, or person that "stands for" some-
.thhig or someone else. Myth critics have Ifeen concerned w4
,three kinds of symbols: the personal, the social, and the archc.
ty pical.

Persenal symbols are those, which have intense meaning for
one person ar a small group, but not for most other people. A locke
of hair from a loved one is a conventioitalnot to say trite-
personal symbol. Other personal symbols are a homeshoe from
a favorite horse, a gift of small value but great meaning from a
friend, a key for a room or hOnse in Nvhich something O-f private
significance happened, a word7perhapi a nieimamewhich evokes
reminders of a private meaning, or a person who reminds: us of
someone who helped or threatened us at some time ki the past.
Personal tymbols are usually unique to the:individual or small
group which responds to' them: Since they, are not widely under-
stood, they are of little usein mass 'communicatian.

Persbnal symbols may be found among souvenirs kept for
prit,ate rasons. The souvenir industry.fs a large one, however,
and deals with symbols widelfy used in a conventional way. Called
social symbols, they include postcards of Niagara Falls, which

. conveniently, suggest a honeymoon; potteky from Mexico, which
symbolizes a simpler culture for American tourists; and the Hawai-
ian lek. which -symbolizes acceptance for tourists. ,

Social symbols afe not limited to souvenirs, however. The
sceptre represents the authority and power of a king. Two fingers
raised in a "V" stood for victory in World War II when uied by
Winston Churchill and solidarity when used by members of the
anti-war movement in the 1960s. A captain's bars or a
priest's collar represent membership and rank in a specialized
organization and evokes quite different but widely shared re-
sponses. A Cadillac or Mercedes Benz represents affluence, bu,
a motorcyle ridden y a black-leathered cyclist stands for some-
thing quite different Most of us respond similarly to..these Sym-
bols. Most important, even when we. have a private reaction--2.
such as a Volkswagon owner who regards Cadillacs as "road
hogs"we ure aware of the social meaning of the syinhol.

There are some' symbols which have remarkable endurance.
We read witli personal understanding Matthew Arnold's refer-
ences to the sea in "Dover Beach." We climb mountains to prove
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our strength slid skill and assi\sal the Abominable Snowman to the
higher reaches of the earth, alongside Zeus. Clouds have repre-

.
sented freedom from the affairs ottumans for generations of
people. Old men have been associa with wisdom, snakes with
the dark side of events, and birds With peace Tor a #ery long
time. These symbols, which appear in many cultures over ex-
tended peridds of time, are termed archetypical symbols. They
are simple and basic. Often, they provide the basis for social
symbols. For example, people have.been swept down river by
logs, by barges, by canoes, and by kayaksunderlying all of these
social symbols is the archetypical symbol of the river.

Radio and television, which attempt to be instantly intel-
ligible to millions, deal primarily with social symbols: If we
glar.ce at the advertising in a back issue of a magazine or at an
old movie on, television, we can see how quickly social symbols
change. Dances which initially rause parents to &come con-
cerned /about their children quicklyibecome acceptable. Flappers,

.1 in old photographs, no longer appear sexy. Giant dams, which
onre symbolized our technological prowess, have come to be
regarded as symbols of waste and indifference to our enviroenient.
Social symbols change as the sckiety wIlich uses them changes.

One reason for rapid change in social symbols in our society
is mass communication. Radio and television, which help make us-

. aware of new social symbols, also help us become tired of older
social- symbols. Underlying most soeial symbols, no matter how
new, will be found the archetypical symbols which endure.

One of the easiest ways to identify The use of social and arche-
typical symbols in broadcasting is ,to study commercials. The
short time available for the message forces the producers of corn-ntercials to use the most obvious and ,ciirrent social symbols:
boats, bicycles, and swimming pools as symbols for affluent fun:,
stereotypes in dress as a shorthand for social class; ritualized
male and female activitieswhether liberated or traditional
to suggest the ways in -which the product is used. In commercials,
people are peaceful beside the sea, free on skis, sexy in "natural!'
settings, relaxed about campfires in the summer and fireplaces
in the winter, paternal in showing children how to fish. Com-
mercials are shorthand devices for relating the potent emotions
associated with parenthood, love, sex, greed, status, and social
acceptance to the sponsor's products. They are tleC Greek vasesor Navajo sand paintings of our timethey give meaning to the
ephemeral by relating it to the timeless.
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Ritual and Mystiq tie

Beyond the Wasteland

Symbols are static. Although "they may be used in a narrative,
a device used in Most programs, they do not contain an implicit
story. In radio and television stories and commercials, some-
thing usuallY happensa deiective finds the crilninal, ad inter-
viewer challenges a guest, a contestant wins or fails to win a
prize.

The "something that happens" in a broadcast program is
usually not novel or unexpected. Would you enjoy a quiz program
if most- of the contestants lost most of the time? Or an adventure
series in which the heroes were defeated most of the time? This
need for predictability results in a sameness of plot apd format
tlitat satisfies the casual viewer and may prove frustrating to the
.critic. We may be able to further our understanding if we ignitre
the minor differences between programs and concentrate on those
things which occur in each episode. This repetitive cofitent is
pften ritualistic in rsature.

A ritual may be thought of as an act, or series of acts, which
brings about a satisfactory resolution of the problem with which
the program deals. Each day, for initance, a broadcaster on a news
program gives narrative shape to ihe day'a events and introduces
reports from outside ,the studio. And detectives oftenabring their
criminals to the police, or into the courtroom, giving ritual closure
to the pursuit Of justice:

Rituals ,are varied from program to program but are consistent
within prcigrams. Mike Walk., ..ualistically challenges his inter-
view guests, pressing them to --,,tr.fai aspects of personalities other-
wise hidden. Dick Cavett, differently but equally -ritualistically,
establishes a sympathetic rapport that encourages- guests to relax
-and shire confidences with the interviewer and the audience. Tom
Snyder .spars with his guests, changing his role with each new
guest.

Commercials are similarly concerned with ritualsfor example,
getting the washing machine repaired brings sound advice on
soaps, and the rtish of breakfast repeatedly emphasizei the need
for convenient foods. The list can be easily extended.

Most programs are concerned with an underlying similarity,
from one program to the next which can be called ritual. Al-
though the news may vary from day to day, and the problem in
a situation comedy from week to week, th,e basic ritual must
remain unchanged. The newscaster must bid viewers goodnight,
the family must come together, and the criminal must be caught
if the expectations of viewers are to be met.

2
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$.1 most programs there is a grOup of personi, a device, ;4. an
event which re-occurs in each program and which.serves to bring
about the resolution *if the problem. Batman and Robin emerge
when two otherwise unremarkable young men go to the Bat
Cave. Clark Kent develops astonishing power when he changes
clothes in a telepleone booth. This is also true of commercials
cavities are prevented .when a particular toothpaste is used as
part of a regular program of dental care, a deodorant can cause
an unlikery increase in poise and self-confidence. In each of these
cases, the device or event brings about changes not to be ex-
plained by simple logic. The belief .in this potential 'change is
'often called the "mystique."

A few of the most obvious instances of mystique were men-
tioned above. Others may be less obvious. Prepaiing for surgery
may cause physicians to put aside their personal concerns and
achieve remarkable healing. When Owen Marshall has a confidential
discussion with a client, reality is clarified.

In public affairs programs, such as "Meet the..Press," there
is within the ritual ques,tioning of public officials an occasional
moment in which a repórter scores with a particularly revealing
question. The mystique associated with the disinterested news
reporter in pursuit of truths gives form and dramatic fittereit to
otherwise shapeless interviews. Rituals and event.1 which pos.
sess a mystique are not unique to broadcasting. They relate to
age-old stories. Among those Which have their roots in the past
are the following: tests of bravery (sports and public affairs
programs, adventure documentaries, and fictional programs con-
cerned with adventure);. the exercise of parental guidance and
love (family programs, daytime serials); the demonStration of
wisdom or professional competence (medical and legal programs);
punishment of the guilty (detective and police shows); atonement
for sins (daytime serials); surrender to fortune (game shows);
redemption of those whoa- have lost faith (medical and legal pro-
grains) the demonstration of wisdom (news Orogram%); and purifi-
cation (television health product and grooming commercials).

Myths-

We bggan disiussing symbols and moved to rituals and their
associated mystiqUes. Although' these,elements are present in
programs, they are not sufficient to explain the attraction pro-
grams have 'for audiences. We watch programs, at least in pert,
to enjoy the narratives they contain. Often the source of these
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narratives can be- found in the. commonly shared myths of Our
culture.

What is a myth? This slefmition is by Rollo May:

Now the myth is a story in wfilch the symbol," are brought to-
gether and are portrayed in the experiences of a Iiiing person.
A myth embodieb the symbol [and the ritualj in historical ex-
perience and forms it into a drama 'which carries the values
of our society. We find our Myths all about us in the unconscious

,iumplions of our culture: we mould the, myths and we use them
as imsges in which we can recognize ourselves, our friends, and
ourfellows; we use then as guidelines to our ways of life.'

The 'term myth is something usei as a synonym for "false"
or. "fictional," but such usages-miss the point of myth-making.
A myth is not teitable by 4vidence.2 It is simply a phantasniagoric
story--Carl Jung called it a dream iequence--shared by a group
of people. Myths are larb; primitive stories which can ,be end-
lessly retold with slight variations of plot or character. Although
the social symbols used in telling a myth may change, the under-
lying story endures. .

Critics interested in identifying the mythic content of broad-
casting will' quickly fmd that in Commenting on their fmdings
they ,are drawn into making a theoretical commitment. They
may, with Carl Jung, assign psychoanalytic meanings to their
findings, cor .1hey mai follow Ernst Cassirer and relate myths
tO political life. They may follow the lead-of Claude Levi-Strauss
and attempt to find the common structures Of popular programs,
or they may relate contemporary myths tb the historical mYths
primaap Greekwhich have influenced our literature and drama.
For our purposes, an awareness of the mythic content of broad-
casting provides a basis for Criticism.

Northrop Frye has identified four, phases' of the ."one sfory"
in which he has argued all stories are embedded:

,
The dawn, spring, andvhirtilphase, in which generation, revival,

and resurrection are cilebrated. -
The sammer, marriage, and triumph phase, In which the hero

pnters paradise. Comedy is often based upon this portion of
the story;

The autumn and death phase, which concerns dying gods, vio-
lence, and sacrifice. Tragedy is bated upon this phase of the
one story.

The winter and dissolution phase, in which floods, chaos, and
defeat occur.3

Many radio and television programs can be related to this kind

Mb
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of analysis. Kor example, family programs, such as "The Waltons,"
"Ozzie and Harriet,' and."Sanford and Son," are illustrations ofthe summer phase; detective programs often illustrate the atitumn
Ouse of the story: and advertising, even when it is directed atthe 'elderly or others who may be in the autumn or winter phasef their personal stories, usually involves' a summer phase story
of triumph -made possible by using the product being advertised.These who wish to relate contemporary myths to older mythswill find that the correspondences.offer insights into popular
programs. Following are a few comparisons that may lead tocritical viewing:

The Myth of Armageddon (the name givin in the Apocalypseto the place where the Iasi great battle between natkIns before
Judgment Day was fought): concerns about floods, tornadoes:.and other disasters on newscasts; prOgrams concerning overpopu-lation, food shortages, the arms race; stories concerning pollation,
inadvertent poisoning caused by technological progress (atomic
waste disposal or possible Ciamage to the ozone caused by jets
at bigh altitudes or aerosol cans).

The Myth of Paradise (distinct from Utopia; originaily the
pleasure places of the Persian kings; apftlied to heaven by Christian
writel; Dante's Divine. Comedy concerns a journey through ten
spheres of paradise): advertising concerning family events, par-ticularly at holidays such as Christmai; stories placed in suburbs
in which community support for the family is present or in urban
apartments in which friends provide help; advertising.and stories
concerning the advantages of wilderness and outdoor activities.

The Myth of Sisyphus (avaricious legendary King of Corinth;
father of Ulysses; made to roll a stOne to the top of a hill and

. to retrieve it when it rolls down; iils labor is Inman* storiesin which the hero carries on his or her role with little reward:
daytime serial heroines who hold families .together despite do-mestic entropy; mws stories of migrant farm workers And others
who endure without adequate compensation. ',Hulk" is an'example.

The Myth of Prometheus (stble fire from heaven and gaVeit to men, for which he was punished by 'Zeus by befitg chained
to Mt: Caucasus where an eagle devoured his liver each' night
after it was replenished each day; often used as a synnnym for
inspiration): stories concernkkg alienated heroes; urban and
Western gangs; outlaws.

..1

The Myth of Dionysus (Greek name for Bacchus, the.god of
fertility, wine, and drama): variety shows featuring rock.groups;
news stories emphasizing group disorders; advertising in wttich
a product is used in the context of a festival or party or euphoric
event such as.downhill skiing or motortycling.

The Myth of Sibling Rivalry (the use of a s3blIrg as a bench-
,

a
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mark for achievement, as a rival, or as a source of anguish, as
Cain and Abel): spurts contests; political contests on news or
dramatic programs; banter ,between newscasters; neighbors
trying a new pcoduct.

The 'preceding list exhausts neither the classical myths nor
the possible instances of their appearances in radio and television.
progi-ams. It does suggest thlit, underlying the superficial variety

_ of heroes, there is a unifying mythic structure that extends back
through history.

Not all myths, of course, have_ einssical antecedents. Some
myths.of more recent invention include: .

The Myth of Progress: neiv products with a "better idea";
new governmental programs; political reform; scientific progress.

The Myth of the State: stories of patriotism and struggles
for national identity.

The Myth of Yonth: innocents as a source of integrity for
jaded adults; the influence of children; stories about the group
solidarity of young people.

This, also, is an incomplete list, but it may prove helpful in point-
ing toward the kinds of mythic content which are available for
analysis.

The Usefulness of Myth Criticism

'The studS, and practice of myth ,Friticism is useful for learning
something of the ctIntinuity of Our culture and its relation to
ages past. The primary benefit, howeve4 is a betterunderstanding
of wh holar has termed "our symbolic environment."
Bro 4 casting su Plies us with the symbols of sffluence and pov-,
erty, masculinity d femininity, and *family and society which we
use in our every y life. If we remain unaware of the symbols and
myths provided so abundantly by the media, we are, to some ex:
tent, using social coins of unknown value.

Programs are unyielding to analysis only if we insist on dealing
with them atomically, one by one. If we. look for the underlying
rhythms thatfie them to one another and to the stories of past
cultures, both literate and illiterate, we may find that they lead ".
us into the rich tapestry 'of the Westedi tradition. If we can see
through the idioiyncracies of, each program to its 'underlying
structure, we may find that it takes on new meaning, or rather,
the tneaning it has for us.becomes clear. .
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The seemini atomic existence of individual programs may serve
as a metaphor for our own lisps. We live More in the "now" and
have a greater sense\ of being different from our ancestors than
any previous generadon. A consciousness of the waits in which
tile newest of heroes on the newest of media connect with past
generations H ay help us to develop an awareness, of the longer
and larger of our own existences. Criticism concerned
with my us to understand not only television but our own
lives as we
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TteStructurIist Critics and
Proadcasting

As we noted earlier; the individual programs in a television series
are, different in only the most superficial sense. The plots may
differ from show to show, : week to week, but the narratives
the storieshave a striking similarity. For. instance, last week Dan
Tanna, the detfictive hero of Vega.$, helped a rich woman whose
busbangl thought she had betrayed him. This week, his gecretary
is about to marry when Tanna realizes that the groom is respon-
sit:pie for the murder of a young woman two years earlier. The
stories appear to be different, but in each program Tanna assists

woman who is either misunderstood or misunderstands her true
situation. Indreach program aiere is a puzzle, a solution based on
Tanna's unique knowledge of the city and unening judgment of
people, and a confrontation in which Name risks his life to subdue
the male adversary.Aithough each program is different, they are,
in their underlying pattern, all the same.

These similarities have been neglected in broadcast criticism.
Some critics, notably thdse interested in the Myth ccuitent, hive
begun to look into these similarities. To detect these underlying
-structures," one needs to learn to "read" television as one would
a poem or a coMplez musical composition.

Fortunately for us, television critics are not carrying the full
burden of pioneering in this field. In a number of fields, notably'
literature and anthropology, substakial progress has been made
in clarifying these methods. We are the lucky inheritors of this
work, and our task is simply to apply it to television.

What Is Structuralism? ,

"Structuralism," English critic Terence HaWkes has written, Yis
fundamentallY a way of &hiking about the world y`ihich is pre-

. dominantly concerned with the perception and description* of
structures... ."I He continues:

28 3 7
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As a developing concern of modern thinkers since Vico, it is the
molt of a momentous historic shift ifl the nature of perception
which finally :crystallized in the early twentieth century. par-
ticularly in the field of the physical sciences, but with a MU-
meawn that has carded through to most other fields. ,

Ending bis attempt at a brief definition, Ilawkes notes "the trud
natine of things may be said to lie not in things themselves, but in
the relationships which w 'e construct, and then perceive etween
them."

Structuralism: then, is a way of peiceiving, of thirdng. It is not
limited 'to criticism of televisien, but may take as its object history;
literature, any of the sciences or the social sciences. Some subjects,
such, as chemistry, teach their structures as cfssential introductory
knowledge. In other fields, such as history, the structuralist revolu-
tion is just beginning to be felt.

Some writers'. such as Philip Pettit, take a.more -limited view of
the domain of the structuralists. .

I do not take it to embrace every science, even every human
science, which claims to investigate 'structures'. . . Structurallim
borrows the linguistic model of language and Wes to fit this, in
one way or adother, to non-linguistic gess; the Idea is that the
model should suggest lines of empirical analysis. I want to exam-
ine the different ways in which the linguistic model can be fitted
to other areas... .2-

StructuralisM is a wai of thinking about objects which empha-
sivis their underlying articulations or structures. It begins with
liniguage, partly because of the 'backgrounds of its pioneers,
partly because the structure of language prprvides a paradigm for
understanding the structures Of other phenomena.

The Linguistic Model

Although it is possible to find elements of structuralist anitlysis in
Aristotle and St. Augustine's Confesoions, the rust modern writers
to develop this point of view self-consciously were the Swiss lin-
guist Ferdinind de Saussure and the American Charles Sanders
Peirce. It was Peirce who coined the term semiotics, the study of
sign systems. The development of the field of semiotics, closely

.. related to structuialism, is primarily a development of Peirce's
basic concepts,

,f1
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Beyond the Wasteland

The linguistic model to which Pettit referred above is complex.
A few key terms wilt, however, provide aceess to the literature,'
noted in ths,hibliography. -

Signifier, signified and the sign. Saussure argued that a.signifier
tas a physical existence, for instance, a designer label on a pair
of jeans worn by a slaider young woman. The eignified is a con-
cept such as.fashion, contemporaneity, ana high price. The sign is,
the "associative total" of the two: a contemeorary life style that
inchtdes expensive clothes, a concern- for fashion, nci, porhaps,
taste in musie and attitudes toward sex and drugs. Such .sign
systems are common in advertising. One, cigarette company; noting
you've collie a long way, baby," uses a cigarette in the ?lands of

an attractive, well-groomed young woman ak a signifier. The
concept signified is liberation, freedom from older restraints such
as the traditional restriction. on smoking in public tor women.
The sign, the associative total, is,that smoking deitonstrates and
embodies the qualities of the new roles women have begun. to
play . The virtue of this kind of analysis is that it makita She rela
tions of the components of the sign easily apparent and leads'one
to question whether it is in the interett of women to laS4 smoking:
as a sign. .

index iccd and iconic signs. Indexical signs are those in which
the sign necessarily varies in direct rebtion to changes in the
object for which it is an index. Mercury in a bulb thermometer, 8'

for instance, 'varies with the temperature end is a gpod indexical
sign of the presence or absence of heat. Perspirationfis an index of
heat or stress. The applause of a concert audience is an index of
its approval.

konic. signs function differently from indexical dins. I4mic
signs represent the visual appearance of the sipified. Family snap-,
shots, for instance, are valued insofar as they are iconic. If the
content of the photo is extremely important, we may call it
motivated. That is, the imgortance of the photo is in the content,
not in the form. As the content becomes les1 personally impor-.
tant as, for instance, in a portrait of an op man whom ye don't
know, or an abstract cOrpbration logo, the &ice becomes arbitrary.
NBc, for instance, chose a new network logo a few years ago only
to discciver that it had been chosen independently by a public
network in the middle west. The sign was n9t motivated by
reference either to NBC or to Nebraska; it was an arbitrary iign.

Second and third order signification. When the content of a sign

,
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is- motivated and.iconic we call it first-order sign. When a portrait
of, say, a bidcle re.fers not to ::our specific bicycle but to the way
ill which a society uses bicycles itis a second-order sign. A second-
order sign based bn a bicycle may suggest fun, exercise or energy
conservation. A second-order sign based -on a picture of a house
may mean secuitity, family, or a' Substantial financial inastment.

If the bicycle, as a signifier,: seen alongside 'other signifiers
concerning heart disease, obesity and the pleasures of a vigorous
life, we find that it has become a third-Older signifier: it is part of
a comprehensive sign system: that describei the values and con-
cerns of. a society.

In the preceding chapter we dealt with myth criticism. Most
myths are second-Order!signs. They have a significance more gen-
eral than the interests of a single person, but may not be inte-
grated in the ovell sign system of a society. One Day at a Time,
for instance, deata mythically with a woman seeking independence
and iiiiccessfully raising a family without an adult male. Dallas, on
the other hand, eraphasizes the,way in which such micro-dramas are
played put within.the context of. a rich family with a supporting
local society that provides a complex web of supporting individuals.
These competing mYths (family vs. individual) are not integrated,.
in teleVision, into a third-order comprehensive description of the
sciciety. Since television and radio programs deal, for the most
part, with second-order signification, we have to look elsewhere
for third-order sighification. In the past, church provided such an'
integrating structure for many. We have,come to expect presidents
to achieve such integration as one aspect of their leadership.
Lyndon Johnson, . for instance, successfully integrated our con-

.

sumer patterns into his "Great Society?' legislation. John F.
Kennedy successfully intewated his policies into the myth of an
extended Cold War that would endure for generations. Gerald
Ford failed to achieve third-order integration with his Whip
Inflatiop Now (WIN) campaign, and President Carter's attempt
to transfunn a high-consumption sotiety into a lean, energy-

. conscious society succeeded only when it resorted to regulation,
0 hut failed to provide an integrated system o signs describing

anr society. t
Television paradigms. The 'linguistic model provides one other

pair of concepts which have value for the anlgysis of television and
radio. A word in a sentence may function in two ways: syntug-
matically and paradigmatically: In the following sentence, for

4 a)
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instance, We can see the possible relations of the Constituent words:

Mg boy tossed the ball to his father.4

, Below are listed words -which could be substituted without
doing violence to the "meaning" of the sentence:

The boy tossed the ball to his father.
&irl threw apple her sister
man heaved jacket aunt
child book uncle
stranger

The word boy is related syntagmatically to tossed, ball and
father. That is, its relationship is determined by the structure of
the sentence. The word boy is related paradigmatically to the
words listed below it, since any of them could replace it without
damaging the structure of the sentence (assuming the correct
gender choice is made for the word his).

In film and television, individual visual "shots" function in a
way loosely analagous to words. When a person in a picture
smiles and points to a box, and the second picture is a close-Up
of a box of vitamin pills, we assume a syntagmatic relation be-
tween the smiling person and the box. The relation is syntagmatic.
The box could be replaced with a picture of a football, a glass of
beer, or a yo-yo. These three possible pictures have a paradigmatic

- relation.
Thus, a television picture of Walter Cronkite smiling (sipifier)

followed by a picture of an America's Cup sailboat (concept:
American entry in international competition) makes an associa-
tive total that suggests American dominance in the yachting
field. The 'picture of the sailboat could be replaced, paradigmat-
ically, by pictures of little league ballplayers,' a winning politician
on election day, or any other appropriate phenomenon. The
second-order,myth would consequently vary with the paradigmatic
change.

The linguistic origins of structuralist thinking have the advan-
tages a providing an existing vocabulary, a conceptual scheme,
iutd a -wide4anpng literature. It has, however, one _distinct dis-
-adviintage: we -may assume, that the analogy works more exactly
than seem tia be the case. For instance, if television pictures some-
times funttion like words, we may be led to assume that pictures
are words, groups of pictures function like sentences, and that they
are held together by a "grammar." Such pitfalls are characterictic
of analogical thinking. We can avoid them bY remembering that,

4
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although television may yield to structuralist inquiry based on thelinguistic model, we have not yet found a visual "language." What
we have found is associative groups that sometimes bear structural
similarities to languages.

The Application to Television

In attempting this kind of analysis, it quickly becomes ar parent
that looking at one-hour programs in an attempt to identify

\overall structural pattenis can be enormously time-consuming.
More practice, in less time, can be had by beginning analyses of
television and radio commercials. Most have some kind of narra-
tive thread, and the attempt to take the product and make it
part, of an associative whole is almost universal.

F4r instance, I recently watched a commercial in which several
athletes were interrupted while wearing the costumes appropriate
for their sports. Each, by chance, was drinking orange juice.. The
signifier was the athlete with a glass of "orange juice; the signified
was the concept of health, activity and a natural drink appro-priate for consumption after exercise. The sign is a society of
healthful 'people who consume 'orange juice because, 1 I b Yvonne
Goolagong said, "it's not jusefór brealdast anymore."

-Automobile commercials have, depending upon the interests
of consumers, 'associated cars with poper, speed, fashion, con-
venience, fun and economy. One can easily identify the three
basic units in the associative chain, and note the way in which
sponsors create "new" commercials by making paradigmatic
..changes in old formats (for instance, Yvonne Goolagong may
be.riplaced by a golfer, a baseball player, etc.).

Television news also provides productive territory for such
inquiry. Raymond Williams, in Technology

rh
d Cultural Form,

undertook an analysis of the ythm and flo of television,news.
Early in 1978, Ms. Janet Meyer and I unde ook an analysis of
the narrative structures of television news. We attempted to iden-tify the persons who were the actors in news stories, who wasacted upon, the institutional affiliation of the actors, and the
narrative in which the actors played out their drama.

We found that most actors were government officials, male,and that the most commonly acted-upon characters were also
male government officials. The conflict, typically I strugglefor power or an attempt to punish a villain, was equally pre-
dictable. The most common narrative, we found, was that of a
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struggle between government officials representing different
commitments or constituencies. In the report, which appeared
in the Spring, 1979, issue of the Journal 9f Cominuqication,
we emphasized the simplicitx of the narratives and omitted the
structuralist interpretation. The signifier was commonly the
protagonist; the signified the concept of orderly and fair con-
flict resolution; the sign, the American government providing
a forum for ail viewpoints and a harmonious resolution in the
public interest.

Television news, because of the large number of discrete narra-
tives (news items) provides a rich source of materials for the

.itructuralist.

Other Applications

The structuralist model can be applied not only to advertising and
news programs, but to game shows and dramatic series as well. We
began by pointing to Vega$ As a progrinZin which Tanna's rela-
tionship to his car, his side-kick, his secretary, the éity of Las
Vegas, the heroines and the villains all function as part Of a second-
order myth system in which Tanna and Vega$ function as signifiers
and a complex system of responsibility, coinpassion and corrup-
tion are signified, The sign is a society in which, even in a "wide
open" city, enduring values operate.

Such analyses have not been undertaken on a large scale by
American critics. It is a fruitful way of dealing with material
which has not yielded to traditional criticism with its bias toward
the excellent, the unique and the new. Television may fmd its
fairest critics among the structuralists.

A Final Note

Geoffrey Hartman has noted that structuralism

. . . is a complex -nci many-faceted intellectual movement: born
in Russia and Switzerland, confirmed in Prague, sowing wild and
fertile seed in trance, but respecting the separation of disciplines
and keeping to linguistics in America. It is not suited for monog-
amy, however.. . .3

At the moment structuralism is flirting with comMunication
theory. The consequences, of this intermingling are not easily

. 4J
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predicted:At the mom nt, however, it provides one of tI3tinost
exciting opportunities f r critics interested in cutting new ground.
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Public Policy and the Criticism
of Broadcasting

0.1

We begin -by noting that many critics grow Weary of criticizing
programs that are surprisingly similar in format, style, and content.
One response to the sameness on the parr of some critics has been
to direct their csitical poses toward two related questions: How
did the system get^ this way? and What can be done about it?
The search for answers to these questions leads them to examine
the structure and functions of broadcasting. Although they may
have numerous concerns, the ideas with which these critics are
concerned are often grouped under the term "public policy."

Critics concerned with public polioy need a broad knowledge
of the regulatory agencies concerned with communication and a
knowledge of the structure of the broadcasting industry and its
related organizationsrating services, syndication houses, and
news services. In short, they need a detailed knowledge of the in-.

Austry so they can make judgments that are based upon sound
understanding. Broadcasting operates in a political, social and
economic environment. Those critics who choose to deal with
these relationships, rather than program content, are someilhat
political Commentators.

- It is obviously impossible to exhamst the concerns of such
critics. In this section, we have chosen to deal with a number of
issues which influence public policy in broadcasting, and we 'will
attempt to define public policy in terms useful to critics. Through-
out, the issues selected are representative and contemporary. They
will date' quickly, but the issues which they illustrate are likely
to be with us for a longer period of time.

The Historical Moment

If we assume that public policy is merely the result of the compat-
ing interests of organized groupi, it would be an inaccurate simpli-
fication. Public policy is influended by the historical factors
operating at the moment a policy determination is made. In the

4 t;
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1930s, Charlie McCarthy and his puppet master Edgar Bergen
caused a stir by having a conversation with Mae West on network
radio in which sexual suggestions were, very indirectly, made.

. Today, much more explicit sexual refdrences are regulady tolerated.
Subjects which were once considered taboo, such as drugs, abor-
tion, and homoseivality, now are part of the arsenal of subjects
with which a broadcaster may deal. The changes, in these in-
stances, did not occur first in public policy. Rather, public policy
followed, after changes in society. ,

Instances of the influence of the historical m-onient are easy-
to. find. The civil rights activities of the 1960s were riflected in
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) decision to re-
quire broadcasters to submit a report indicating the sex, race, and
status of employees as an index of whether broadcasters are prac-
ticing fair employMent. In a related field of social change, women
began appearing as news reporters and- in other roles formerly
reserved for men at precisely the time when the women's move-
ment was gaining national .recognition and the Equal Rights
Amendment was being debated.

Public policy in broadcasting is not merely an indication of
the sercial mood or the political or economiC climate. It is much
too complex to respond to social change in a way that a barom-
eter responds to air pressure. There is, however, a consistent drift
in policies in the direction Of the prevailing climate. The historical
monient, though not decisive,ls an important factor in the deter-
mination of pilblic policy.

Public policy is influenced ,by a number of philosophic as-
sumptions made by broadcasters, government regulators, and
members of the general public. Many of these assumptions exist
in the form of slogans, and it is to these shorthand designators
that we direct our attention.

The Public interest

When the Radio Act of , 1927 was passed at the -last moment
before congressional adjournment, there was dissent within the
house about the meaning of the phrase that radio should be reg-
ulated "in the public interest, convenience and necessity." Con-
venience arid necessity have caused little difficulty, but the public
interest has been a problem. The term, used earlier in legislatiOn
dealing with transportation, was sufficiently vague to encourage
those in the Congress who favored governmental regulation of
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programming, while providing similar encouragement for ihose
who felt that the new medium needed First Amendment protection
as much as an otator or newspayer publisher. Thus, the public
interest`,began in congressional debate and has continued U.) be
debated by An ever-increasing number of persons for nearly fifty
years.*

Several prominent ideas related to the public interest in broad-
-dating have developed. One point of view is that the public
interest is what the public.is'interested in listening to or viewing.
From this point of view, the audience ratiiigs provide the test
index. Those programs which attract the largest audiences are,
by definition, holding the interest of the largest number orto
twist the meaning of the phrase slightlyserving the public Inter-
est. Broadcasters, for obvious reasons of self-interest,are prone to
use this definition.

Othits contend .thgo the pressure to build large audiences
results from advertising ..asures, which tUstort programs by forc-
ing proelucers to avoid controvenial issues, experimental program
formi, and the interests of minorities. They argue that some pro-
.geiami should be carried as "public service" or "sustOning" (that
is, nonsponsored) programs. If programs were remod from the
pressure to build large audiences, it is argued, they would improve
qualitatively. This assumption was best argued in the "Memo-
randum on the Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Li-
censes," popularly known as "The Blue Book," issued by -the
FCC in 1946.

This idea is currently being argued by those who favor the
de.commercializattan of children's programs. Unfortunately, the
economics of broadcasting' are such that unsponsored programs
frequently are produced at minimum expense, res ting in poor
quality. Professor William Melody has develo. a unique pro-
posal for replacing the advertising income for b,...casters with
corporate. foundation pants in the hope that th absence.of ad-
vediser pressure would provide freedom from violence in the pro-
grams, and that the presence of adeqiiate funds would assure
program quality. His book, Children's Television: The Economics
of Exploitation. Is a thorough development of this proposal.

A third argument is that the public. interest is best- served
by offering "balanced" program schedules. "The Blue Book" con-
tained recommendations that broadcasters carry a broad range Of
program types, including drama, local-live programs, talk shows,
and news. The FCC allowed the number of radio stations to more
than -double in the decade following publication of "The Blue

It
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Book," and the audience was consequently fragmented among
many stations. In addition, the development of television in the
early 1950s further reduced the -available audience. As a result,
radio stations were forced to specialize in specific formats: middle-
of-the-road popular music (M.0,11.), country and western music,
all news format, rock music, and classical music. The FCC even
allowed one Los Angeles station to experiment with a want-ad
format..Cleirly, for radio at least, balance was naafi economically
viable concept..

Television stations, however, now have the public role form-
erly .occupied by the major-market, network-affiliated radio 'sta....
fiats in the 1940s. The FCC has malle it clear that VHF stations,

aie expected to carry *news programs, public aff.airs
pnigrams, reli4o-4 programs, and programs wiiieh meet local
tAimmunity neeis. The term "balance" is not heard very often
these days, nor, LI it likely-to be with ca:ale systems making audi-
ence fragmentation liliely in the future, but the concept remains
interesting. Should' each station carry a balance of various pro- .
gram types? If not, should each market achieve a balance by
having stations specialize in specific program types or audiences?

Anothgr prominent idea is that the public interest is best
served by, or at least is cbncerned with, programs which are re-
sponsive to community needs. Historically, the FCC has had a
vigorous interest in promoting local-live programming. It has at-
tempted to' require broadcasters to carry such programs and has
looked with favor upon reports that broadcasters produced pro-.
grams in consultation or cooperation with church groups, univer-
sities, or other non-profit organizations. In all programs, the
broadcaSter was the-person who determined what problems would
be considered and who would appear to deal with them.

In the 1960s, at a time of citizep)activism on many issues,
including civil rights for racial minorities and women, the Vietnam -
War, and consumer activism, the FCC proposed and later adopted
a rule requiring licensees to coliduct a survey .of their communities,
including interviews of both community leaders and the general
'citizenry. Broadcasters were then asked, when applying for a li-
cense renewal, to relate the results of their community survey to
their. programming. The aim was to 'make programs directly. re-.
-sponsive_ to the felt needs of citizens. It was, and is, an attractive
strategy.it allows the FCC to require programs which meet com-
munity needs withoUt entering the forbidden territory of program
regulation, and it provides a clear test of broadcaster responsive-
ness ta the needs of the community. Although program_deelsions
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remain the prerogative of the b .: . caster, the community sur-
vey forces broadcasters to think ut social context and, at,
renewal time, to joictify their decisio in terms of the needs of
the comniunity.

Unfortunately, radio and television are two of the most impor-
tant ways of communicating a sense of community problems
to the public. As a result, many surveys in ate that people con-
sider their major problems to be those items which have already
been reported as problems. Thus, surveyi: to be a device
for reaffirming the decisions made by news tors. However,
those who defend the surveys point out that th force broad-
casters to get to know- their communities and t they make
fothmunity considerations more salient when pro . decisions
are made. Further, many stations have developed pro s which
seek out listehei opinion on community needs. Thus, the com-
munity w .vey may benefit the community in many informal ways,
even if the results of the survey contain little of surprise.

Cable television operators can be required to make provision
for ptiblic access and local educational programs. This suggests
that the concept of localism will be with us for some time to come.

Another prominent argument related tethe public interest in
broadcastingthat some limitation on ownership of radio and tele-
vision is in the public interesthas been put forth consistently
by the FCC. If the aim of regulatory policy is to achieve as nearly

democratic distribution of facilities as possible, the FCC argues,
a one-station-per-owner policy would, encourage the widest pos-
sible distribution of ownership. Such a policy would presumably
encourage the dissemination of a variety of iiewpoints. It would
encourage ownership by membersof minority groups with the con-
seqe4nt possibility of minority-oriented programming. It would
prevent domination of the broadcasting industry by large corpo-
rations with the possibility of news manipulation and program
control which iuch domination hnplies. Clearly, in the most dem-.
ocratic Of states, no one would own more than one station. In
the United States one owner may hold licenses for seven television
stations, five of which may he IMF, plus seven AM stations and
seven FM stations.

Unfortunately, the FCC, for a variety of reasons, has allowed
cpncentration of ownershiP to occur: In the 1930s, newspapers
were aggresswe in applyinr for broadcast licenses. Many of them
had the fingncial strength to offer a strong program service and
faillities to offer local pews. Further, many publishers were
politically influential: In nuinerous cases, the FCC decided that
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the neWspaper owner was the 1,est available applicant.. The con-
sequenee was that newspapers eventually owned more than 600

ceradeo facilities. The Commissiont is now trying to eliminate cross-
media ownership within a Single market.

The early, days of television presented the FCC wfth a similar
problem. Television stations were expensive to build and were.
eicpected to show a financial loss for an unknown period. The FCC,
eager to establish a strong national television kervice, freqr4ently
favored an. applicant with a radio station because it was assured
that the radip station would help support tkie television operation
and that the owner's business acumen would prdvide the manage-
ment neyded to build the television service.

Ose, of the most significant coneentration-of-control cases in
recent years concerned the proposed purchase of the American
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) television network and its owned
and operated stations by International Telephone aril Telegraph
( ITT). ABC maintained that it needed the financial strength of
a major corporation to coMpete suceessfully with the National
Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) and Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem (CBS) networks. The FCC approved the merger in June
1967, but Department .of Justice objections kept the issue before
the courts. Eventually, on Janupry 1, 1968, ITT withdrew f.om
the hearing. The issue of concentration 'of control, in this instance,
wai pursued by the Department of Justice rather than the FCC.

The concentration-of-control issue was one of several con-
cerned in the Boston WHDH case in which the Boston Herald-
Traveler eventually lost its license in the longest administrative
proceeding on record. In this bizarre case, the loss of the televi-
sion station, caused the newspaper to be sold to 'a ,competitor.
Thus, an attempt to decrease concentration resulted in the loss
of one community service.

We have not, of course, exhausted the list of assumptions be=
hind regulatory attitudes toward the concept of tlie public inter-

, est, but the issues we havelmentioned are fundaniental. Clearly,
there is room for heated conflict between those who argue for and

-against community surveys linked to programming. There is room
also for differences of opinion between those who support the 'con-
cept of one-license-to-a-customer and those who look for the best
qualified, most e perienced licensee. in short, the publkainterest
should he consideed a point of contact between competing inter-
ests rather than a static concept.
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Social liesponsibility

One of the terms which often enters discussions of public policy
and -broadcasting is "social responsibility." The term stems from
the feudal notion that the enjoyment of wealth carries with
it public resporesibilities. Some nineteenth-century barons: notably
Carnegie, paid homage to the concept, while Ford and Rockefeller
discovered the delights of philanthropy somewhat later. In our

-time the term has been applied to corporations rather than indi-
vidaals, and considerable confusion has resulted.

The term has proven useful for citizen groups that wish to
make a demand upon a broadcaster. Since a "responsibility" as
general as this has no precise limits, it is possible that a demand
of any sort (news of specific intend groups, less advertising, carry-
ing gi special show. etc.) might fall within it. The term is also-use-
ful for broadcasters who may wish to place decisions or activities
in a most favorable light. To the extent that ,they can identify
their activities with the concept, they can argue against regulatory
activities by the FCC.

The term came into public discussion during the ferment
which followed. Work! War IL At the University of Chicago, the
Commission on the Freedom of the Press argued that nonregu-
latory' reinforcement of the concept of Social responsibility would
invigorate the American press. Broadcasting has, since its incep-
tion, been let, tree and more susceptible to advertising, public,
and governmental pressures than the press; but many hoped that
the spirit of the commission wbuld encourage open discussion on .

radio and, eventually, television.
For broadcasters, social responsibility has a particularly po-

tent ring, because they occupy a scarce resource. With only twelve
VHF channels, augmented by numerous but little-used UHF chan-
nels, the televiiion broadcaster on a VHF channel hal a iirize with
the value of, perhaps, a crown. patent three centuries ago. With
privilege, some say, should go responsibility.

The concept of social responsibility helmet understood in terms
of competing concepts. Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm' argue
that the social responsibility theory is a development of the liber-
tarian theory championed by John Stuart Mil/ in the nineteenth
century. Mill argued that a marketplace of ideas eldsted in which
ideas, like products, competed for consumer attention. The best
would survive the competition, he argued, and the shortcomings

-
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of the others would be reirealed. Even as Mill argued for the mar-
ketplace, newspapers in urban centers were developing a concen-

.
tration of control of ideas and infpnnation that made it clear that
the marketplace could be distorted if one Of the ideas was backed
by a monopoly newspaper.

In broadcasting the marketplace was never open. Although
all citizens could theoretkally print their opinicins and distribute
them as broadsides at very .ow cost, they could not operate a radio
or television .station without government approval. Frustrating
attempts at nongovernmental reform led numerous groups to Seek
regulatory solutions to what they felt were failures to keep the
marketplace open. Other groups, supporting social responsibility
theory, argued that, although government control was one way of
rectifying marketplace failures (Siebert describes authoritarian
and communist models), the marketplace could be opened without

.resorting to such control. Instead, control would be exercised by
managers who would respond to "profeSsional ethics" and public
opinion.

Because of their favored position in the marketplace of ideas,
broadcasters have a vital responsibility for insuring that "every
one who has sowthing to say" is,. heard. The idea comes alive,
h-owever, only when applied to a specific situation: Was a broad-
caster fair in reporting issues in your community? Did opposing
vows have an opportunity to be heard? If not, how can you, as
a iziewer or listener, enlarge the marketplace?

Regulation

The advocates of free (unregulated) market system assume that
the forcer of supply and demand will determine the optimum
distribution of goods and services without any interference (reg-
ulation) by government. The Invisible Hand of the marketplace,
they argue, is both more effective and teal onerous than the
clumsy regulatory_efforts of Big Brother. In the late nineteenth-
century. however, the marketplace of goods and services as well
as the "marketplace of ideas" failed...Railroad owners and oil
distributors worked in concert to control the market and stifle
competition. Newspapers and a few publishing houses enjoyed,.
similar control of the goods .by which ideas were -eftellanged.

In an attempt to correct the economic marketplace, Congress
passed the- Sherman Antitnist Act and, to make it effective,
created thi Interstate C9mmerce Commission. The cotpern With
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failures of the, free market led to the creation of other regulatory
ageacies, including, in 1929, the Federal Radio Commission. This
commissinn was succeeded in 1934 by the new Federal Communi-
cations Commission, which was given control of land4ine com-
munication as well as radio. The FCC was given authority to issue
three-year (now five-year) licenses, to set technical standards,
and, most important, to make judgments about ito should get
licenses.

The FCC has gadually expanded its Rowers by litigation but
has /lever entiered the field of program regulation, except indirectly.
It has, for instance, described program types it found desirable,
and it has been concerned with ownership patterns, lotteries, ob-
scenity, _hiring practices, and network affiliate "relations. It has not,.
however, entered two fields: rate-setting and the prior restraint
of programs.

Issues before the FCC change from time to time, but a number
have been contimingkoncerns: concentration & control; network
ddmination of evening piogramming; the political uses of broad-
casting; fairness in treatment of ccntroversial.jssues; advertising
excesses; concern for children's programming; aranunts of program
time devoted to news, religion, and local proklams; and citizen
access to the media.' -

In criticizing the judgments of the FCC or theorizing abotit
policies, it may be well to considerthe unwieldly nature df Amer-
ican broadcasting and the complexity of making policy determina-
tions. Five cases will be cited: the Fairness Doctrine,- the Prime-
Time Aceess Rule, self-regulation as demonstrated by family
viewing tune,-. public broadcasting, and the activities of citizen
groups.

The Fairness Doctrine and pe:Jonal attack rules. In 1949
the FCC issued a Report on Editorializing by Broadcast Licensees
which ruled that broadcasters could editorialize as long as they
presented other points of view. Ten years later the FCC enacted
the "equal opportunities" rule which required broadcasters to pre-
sent programming on controversial issues and provide fair cover-
age, including right of reply. The Been:Tee retained the authority
to determine which issues should be included in programming, as
word as the right to select representative speakers for opposing

ewe': There is an intoresting possibility under this rule, however,
that a broadcaster may inadvertently tuch on an iisue and fall
within the Fairness Dee:trine obligation requirement to pzovide
right df reply. -

Such an issue was. inadvertently triggered by cigarette adver-

1
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tising, which was ruled by the courts, against FCC objections, to
be "controversial." The result was the series of anti-smoking an-
nouncements which appeared on television. TIiis case wah later
cited by consumer grOups and environmentalists who argued that
oil and power compsnies were buying time for commercials that
raised ccintroversial issues.

The. critic ionsidering this issue needs to make a difficult de-
cision between the well4seing of the marketplace of ideas and the
extent to which broadcasters are exploited by those seeking to
promote their views. The impetus to open access to the media has
come primarily from the Department of Justice rather than from
the FCC. Critics may wish to consider whether the problem, so far,
has been exploitation or temerity.

Perhaps the most famous Fairness Doctrine case is the Red
Lion, Pennsylvania, case, in which WGCB challenged the right of
writer Fred Cook to have time to reply to criticism of his broad-
cast on the station. In i crucial decision for those who favor the
Fairness Doctrine,..the Supreme Court upheld the FCC's decision
that Cook was entitled to time for reply.

The case established the legal solidity of the Doctrine and
served as an example of how the free marketplace of ideas could
be preserved. Or did it? In the New York Times, March 30, 1975,
Fred Friendly argued that Cook asked for air time at he behest
of the Democratic National Committee, which was concerned
about right-wing political broadcasts. Was the marketplace of
ideas maintained against the rights of the incumbent licensee, or
was it subtly rigged so that access became a political weapon? The
critic has a diffpult deciiion to Make.

The prime-time access rule. One of the most interesting exper-
iments in regulation to occur in recent years has been the FCC's
attempt to limit network domination of prime-tune evening
hours. In March 1965 the ?cc introduced a "50-50 plan" which
precluded the networks from owning or controlling more than 50
percent of the programs scheduled during prime-time viewing
hours. It was hoped that this would encourage independent (non-
network) producers to enter felt. the production of prime-time
programs. After extensive hearings, in which the networks and
economists opposed the plan, the' FCC abandoned its proposal in
GA./or of a "prime-time access rule" proposed by the Westinghouse
Broadcasting Company.

The plan, annouriced in 1970, (1) prohibited stations in the
top 50 markets containing at least three stations fronotaking more
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than three hours of network programming, other than news, be-
tween 7 and 11 p.m.; (2) prohibited networks from owning or
controlling more than 50 percent of their prime-time entertain-
ment programming; and (3) prohibiteil networks from engaging
in domestic syndication (off-network sale) of their programs or
acquiring subsidiary rights in the independently produced pro-
grams that they air..

The plan won approval from the ABC network because it
eased their financial burdens by requiring one hour less of pro-
gramming per night. The other networks objected. Westinghouse,
which hoped to produce some programs for the non-network prime-
time hours, supported the plan vigorously. Independent producers
and others were mixed in their reactions to the plan.

The plan went into effect in 'the autumn of 1971. In January
1974 the'FCC revised the rule, returning Sunday evenings to the
networks and one-half hour on weekdays. The revised plan went
into effect in September 1974.

The result of the rule is difficult to evaluate. Independent pro-
ducers did enter the field of prime-time programming, but most
of the programs accepted by broadcasters were game shows. Quiz
shows; were particularly popular because of their loW production
cost. An analysis of the programs appearing in your community
in the early evening, post-news time will indicate whether the rule
has had beneficial effects.

Self-regulation. If the marketplace is biased by a shortage of
channels and the dominance of a few broadcasters, and if regula-
tory efforts lead to Byzantine complexities, where can a critic look
for alternatives? One solution which broadcasters find attractive
is the notion of self-regulation.

Self-regulation is a notion derived from the systems for the
maintenance of standards devised by the medical and legal pro-
fessions. In both, unlike broadcasting, admission to t8e profession
is controlled by the members of the profession. Practitioners can
be expelled by a group of peers without recourse to the courts.
Both medicine and law are practiced on a small scale, by an indi-
vidual or small, group. Individuals caii be easily controlled by
these professional associationz, which can not only use economic
sanctions (appointments to hospitals, referrals, etc.) but alio
withdraw accreditation, eliminating a member from the profession.

Can, an association of corporations, in broadcasting, electron-
ics, or construction, be comparably "self-regulating"? There have
been numerous attempts. In 1923 the American Society of News-
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paper Editors adopted the "Canons of Journalism," which con-
cerned the public's right to know, rather than standards of jounial-
istic integrity. The National Association of Broadcasters created
their "Code of Ethics" in 1929 in response to the Federal Radio
Commission's interest in program content.

Revised periodically, the code for television is enforced by a
broadcast-board whose sole authority is to remove the code seal
from member stations. There are no economic sanctions, and the
code authority cannot drum a broadcaster out of the business.
The present code is available from the National Association of
Broadcasters on inquiry and provides an interesting basis for crit-
icism of the industry.

Self-regulatioh usual4F results from external pressure, has
limited enforcement provisions, complies with economic realities,
and is useful primarily for opposing external regulation. 'Clearly,
such corporate self-regulation is different from and less effective
than that exercised by the law and medical professions whose
codes served as models.

Critics may have a difficult time supporting self-regulation,
but they may nevertheless fmd it attractive if other regulatory
schemes seem even less effective.

.Public: broadcasting One of the most interesting problems
for the critic interested in public policy is public broadcasting.
An outgrowth of a small number Of radio stations supported, fcr
the most part, by educational institutions and by means othet
than the sales of commercials, public radio stations had no formal
place in American broadcasting until 20 FM stations were re-
served for noncommercial use in 1945 and 242 television channels
were reserved by the Sixth Report anel Order in 1952. ..

Even when channels were reserved, the growth of public broad-
casting was slow because of the lack of funds. In 1967 the report
of the Carnegie Commission (which suggested the term "public
broadcasting" rather than "educational") seried as a model for
federal legislation which created the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting. The corporation funnels federal funds* to indi-
vidual stations but does not participate in the production of
programs. Program decisions are made by member stations of the
Public Broadcasting Service through a Byzantine voting procedure.

If the organization of the service is fluid, its 'problems are re-
markably consistent. The first, by any reckoning, is the problem
of paying for the system; Federal *nancing has been resisted by
Congress because of a fear that federal control of programming
may accompany the funds. Taxes on the sale of sets, earmarked
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for public broadcasting, have been considered a potential non-
political source, but manufacturers have resisted anything which
might raise .the cost of their products. States and municipillities
find it hard to justify large-scale support of stations. The prob-
lem is nagging and crucial, but no workable solution is in sight.

Other problems for the critic interested in public broadcasting
can be quickly summarized:

1. Should program production be centralized to achieve
higher quality and production efficiencies? Or should
local stations continue to play a role, encouraging the
growth of strong regional stations and the programming
which stems from their unique resources? Some of the
strongest public 'stations are located in Boston; San
Francisco, Pittsburgh, New York and Washington.

2. Should public"stations stzive to achieve quality programs
at the expense of large- audiences? Or should a larger
audience be cultivated to provicie a base of public support
for the syStem? Or should the needs of special interest
groups be met at the egpense of both excellence and
audience size? This problem of priorities remains unre-
solved, and many stations are attempting to accomplish
all three, simultaneously.

3. Should there be a 4:live" public network comparable to
the three commercial networks, or should sCheduling
options be left to individual stations with only special
events carried on a network basis? The rapid growth and
acceptance of National Public Radio (NPR) and the Pub-
lic Broadcasting Service (PBS) in television suggest that,
with the aid of satellite interconnection, live networking
of a flexible kind is in Me near future.

4. Should public television cultivate its own production
facifities and staffs (responsible for such programs as ,

"French Chef") or purchase programs from independent
producers such as Children's Television Workshop ("Ses-
ame Street")? The central ,question is: should public
television become a major. program producer, such as the
BBC or the Hollywood program producers, or should it
become a program brokerage?

5. Should public broadcasting be cOncerned with news and
public affairs broadcasting? Opponents have =red that
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public broadcasting, free from pressures of the audience
and dependent on government funding, may become a
propaganda medium. Exponents . argue that a concern
with ratings and acceptability prevents commercial
broadcasters from use of hard-hitting investigative jour-
nalism and frank discussions of public issues. Only, public
broadcasting, they argue, can right the imbalance and
conservatism of the commercial broadcasters. The Mac-
Neil/Lehrer Report is an example of what public broad-
casting can do in the public affairs field.

6. Is a new organiZational structure needed to make public
broadcasting more efficient and more effective? If so,
how would it be organized?

None of the questions listed, above is 'susceptible to a two-
value, yes-or-no solution. All require Lompromise ando the balanc-
ing of conflicting interests. The critic can contribute by making
public and comprehensible a debate that is often concealed from
the. public's scrutiny.

Citizen-acstion groups. Broadcasting has had citizen groups to
contend with since the early 1930s. It was not until the 1960s,
however, that sueh groups had legal standing before the-FCC.

The WLBT case, Jackson, Mississippi, is a landmark in the
evolution of citizen intervention in broadcasting. In 1966 the
United Church of Christ, together with two leaders Of The Jacksop/'
black community, filed a petition to deny the renewal of the/Ala-
tion's license. When the'.FCC denied them "standing" to partic-
ipate in the hearings as parties, they went to the District of,Col-
umbia U.S. Court of Appeals and were granted standing.

Since that time numerous groups have formed to participate
in hearings and to provide counsel to local citizens. Some, includ-
ing the two best known; the Citizens Communication Center and
the National Citizens .Committee for Broadcasting (NCCB), are
located in Washington. Others, such as the National Association
for Better Broadcasting (California) and the American Council
for Better Broadcasts, Inc. (Wisconsin), have regionak_identities.
Still others, such as Action for Children's Television (ACT) and
the National Latino Media Coalitiim, are concerned with the in-
terests of ,specialized goups. The addresses of these and other
organizations will be found in the Aspen Handbook,- which is
listed at the end of this chapter.
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It is diffieult to estimate the effectiveness of these groups.
Working is pressure groups, they frequently ask for more change
than eventually occurs. In many areas of broadcasting, however,
change has Occurred :it a faster pace than in past years. There
is. less violence in children's programs,, there are mow minority
group members and Woinen on the screen, and minority groups
have more responsible jobs thar in the past. In short, it is likely
that, without citizen-action groups, broadcasting would not be as
responsive to social change.

4A variety of guides for those who wish to influence public
policyor simply reform a local broadcasterare available. Some
are listed at the end of this chapter.

The Current Situation

During 1978 and 1979 critics. of broadcasting watched with
great interest as two quite different groups began making plans
for tile future of American broadcasting. In the House of Repre-
sentatives, Congressman Lionel Van Deerlin chaired a Subcoin-
,mittee charged with 'rewriting the Communications Act of 1934.
The attemPt to simplify and rationalize the much-reviseA Act
seemed to get off to a promising start. The Subcommitteg -staff,
young, eager and well-trained, arranged extensive hearings and
produced a number of position paters which concisely indicated
the kinds of. changes needed: the deregulation of radio; planning
for the groWth of cable television; an innovative proposal to
aucticin television channels and to simplify reports to federal
agencies.

Simultaneoualy, the Carnegie Foundation, for the second thne,
formed a Commission to look into the well-being of public broid-
casting. Aware that there was conflict between local managers
who cherished their aUtonotny and those attempting to establish

-d national Program service, as well as confusion about the role of
kleral funding in public- broadmisting, the staff of Carnegie II held

,hearings and considered alternative proposals. Theirs was a heavy
burden beranse the first Carnegie Report (in which the term
"public bloadcasting" was suggested to replace "educational
broadcasting") had been instrumental in bringing significant
change to the publie broadcasting industry.

The promise of the 'reports was not fulfilled. Early in 1979 the

6t)
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Carnegie Commission report was issued. It suggested modest
changes in the structure of the Corporation for Public Broad-
casting, more autonomy for the Public Broadcasting Service,
and stability of federal support. It was well argued, but it did not
galvanize informed opinion in the same way as Carnegie I.

Late in 1979 the House Subcommittee report was rejected by
the Committee from which it stemmed. The Subcommittee staff
has continued to explore satellite, cable, and other policy problemS,
but the initial promise of a radical restructuring of broadcast
regulation has not occurred.

The reasons for the failure of these groups to live up to their
promise may be placed on their stafis leadership, or on ihe pol-
itical promise. It is possible that they failed, however, because
the problems they dealt 'with were being overwhelmed by new
developments in technology which made some ot the older policy
problems obsolete.

Meanwhile, the FCC continues to regulate on the basis of the
Communications Act of 1934. It regulates with occasionally
surprising vigor. As this book is prepared for press, the FCChas
announced "that it will withdraw licenses for three VHF tele-
vision stations pwned by Releeneral, Inc.: WNACTV, Boston;
WORTV, New York; and WMTV, Los Angeles. The decision,
by a narrow 4-3 vote will no doubt be appealed. No matter what
the outcome of the appeal, however, the importance of the Case
for the critic, is dear: the FCC is continuing to innovate in. its
efforts to serve the public interest.

In the P KO General case, the decision was based upon an
investigation of the corporation by the Securities and Exchange
Commission. A subsidiary of the General Tire and Rubber Co.,

h the same person acting as chairman of the board of both
corporations, RKO General was found to be insufficiently insul-
ated from the problems of its mother corppration. The issue?
The SEC charged that General Tire was guilty of foreign tax
evasion, falsification of stockholder reports, filing false reports,
and bribing foreign agents and .-fficials. The Commission said
the nature and scope of the misconduct by RKO and its parent
corporation, General Tire, was so extensive and serious and so
unlike any other situation, that the FCC "could not beltssured
that RKO could be trusted in the future to operate in a manner
consistent with FCC standards."

And so We find ourselves in an wiexpected situation. Instead
of having leadership provided by the Congress in the form of new
legislation, or from .private foundation task forces, we find that
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the FCC, implementing the nearly'half-century old 1934 legisla-
tion, is once again the focus of policy formulation.

Public Policy Is .

Public policy is the accretion of decisions on specific issues over
a period of time. It is influenced by the historical moment, by
regulation7both governmental and industsbilby citizen groups,
by technological change (the decision to establish UHF and FM
channels was made by the FCC, but it depended upon techno-
logical development), and by political factors stemming from the
White House (FCC commissionars are nominated by the president,
confirmed by the Senate) and Congrgss (Congress both berates the
industry and provides protection whenever it is Threatened).
The complexity of the, preceding sentence may serve as a model
for the process of determining public policy.

The FCC has been criticized for its lack of long-range plan-
ning, and it was hoped that- the creation ofan Office of Telecom-
munications Planning in the executive 'branch would provide ra-
tional- policy guidance in the field. of communications. To date,'
however, policy has continued to be the sum of influence distorted
by historical accidents. Perhaps this is consistent with the Amer-
ican distrust of centralized planning.

The idea that competition among differing interests will sem
the pUblic interegt 'has recently been challenged. John Gardner,
whose Common Cause organiiation has achieved considerable no-
toriety, has, commented that such conflict has not sallied social
prob:emP :7 «is past. Others have expressed the conviction that
"the person who claims to serve the community interest is a power
grabber." Perhaps a difference exists between those who work to
define the public ii.terest tind those who actively seek to exercise
power in what they conceive to be the public interest. Although
special interests may benefit temporarily from exploiting the term,
no society is likely to function, as hying Kristol has said, "with-
ciiit some notion of what the public interest is."

Critics who Wish to deal with these issues are committing
themselves to an extensive background research project. None Of
the tissues is simple, many of them intemonnect, and there is no
sense of direction to guide those concerned with them. Perhaps
in this field the person who considers the babas from the point
of view of the audiencewithout special interest group limita-
tionsmay have a contribution to make to our understanding of
broadcasting.
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Notes-

I. Fbr a sense of how the term is being used currently, there is no better
source than the journ4, The Public Interest, edited by Irving Kristol. Por its
specific application to, broadcasting, Broadeating Magezinea trade weekly,
pro-Ades read "y access to current thinking by broadcasters and their critics.

2. See Fred Siebert, et al., Four Theories of the Prgss: The Authoritirian,
Libertarian, Social Responsibility, and Soviet Communist Concepts of What
the Press Can Be and Do (Urbane: University of Illinois Press, 1963). .

Suggested Readings

Philosophic Assumptions

Chaffee, :Zechariah, Jr. Government and Mass Conununicatitins. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1947. Two volumes. A broader cOnsideration
of the philosophic assumptions about mass commtinication;

tAski, Harold J. The Rise of European Liberalism. London: G. Allen and
Unwin Ltd., 1936. The classic analysis of the rise of the ideas which
favor nongovemmental liberal pressure on the press.

Head. Sydney W. Broadcasting in' America. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, 1975. The best single-volume overview of American Broadcasting.
Contains background on the issues mentioned here, cable television,
pubhc broadcasting, end setiai effects.

Schubert, Glendon. The Public Interest. New York: The Free Press, 1960.
A sumMary e: the background and factors which led to the formulation
of the concept of a public ioterest.

Social Responsibility

Commission on Freedom of the Press. A Free and Responsible Press. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1947. An attempt to reform the press without
recourse is economic or regulatory punishment.

Rivers, William L, and Wilbur Schramm. Responsibility in Mass Communica-
lion. Rev. ed. New York: Harper and Row, 1969. A thorough overeiew of
the issues.

Siebert, Fred S., Theodore Peterson, and Wilbur Schramm. Four Theories of
the Press. Urbana: University of llinois Press, 1963 An excellent basic
discussion of the origins of our nOtions of a marketplace of ideas and
the usefulness of social responsibility as a poiley.

Smith, Robert R. "Social Resporisibility: A Term We Can Do Without." In
Corponate Social Policy, edited by Robert L. Heiihrone mnd Pairl London.
Reading, Massachusetts: Addison Wesley, 1975. An argument that the
term is applied so indiscriminately that it has lost its usefulness.

Regulation

Carnegie Commission on Educational Television. Public Television: A Pro-

Ga.
A
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gram for Action. New York: 1961. The document provided a model for 4the Public Beoadcasting Act en' 1967.
Clark, David, and Earl. R. Hutchinson. Mass Media and ;the Law: Freedomand Restraint. New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1970: A useful summarythat is wider in seope than those concerned solely with broadcasting.A Pith lk Trust: Thi Report of the ibrnagle Commission on the Future of

Public Broadcasting. New York: Bintam Books, 1979. The second CarnegieReport. It raises the current Lisiles, suggests organizational solutions.
Cole, Barry, and Mal Oettinger. Reluctant Regulators: The 'Ex and theBroadcasting Audience. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1978. An In-'lade analy$is of the Commission's workings, with unique information

about the license renewal prOcess.
Friendly, Fred. The Good Guys, the Bad Guys,,and the First Amendment..New York: Random House, 1976. A reexamination of an historic ease

which demonstrates how the regulatory Process can be put in the serviceof special interests.
Gillmor, Donald M., and Jerome A. Barron. Mass Communkailon Law.st. Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing Company, 1969. A valuable hand-

book with periodic suptilements.
Kahn, Frank J. Documents ofAmerican Broadcasting. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1974. The starting point for discussions of policy. In-eludes excerpts from laws, rules and regulations, decisions, and Courtdecisions.
Kohimeier, Louis M., Jr. The Regulators. New York(Harper and 'low, 1969.A readable ovenriew by a veteran journalist. Only bite chapter is devotedspecifically to broadcasting.
Krasnow. Erwin G., and Lawrence D. Longley. The Politics of Broadcast

Reiulation. (2d ed.). New York: St. Martin's Press, 1978. Less Jaded thanthe title suggests, the book provides a worldly overview of the process ofregulation.
Levin, Harvey J. Broadcast Regulation and Joint Ournenthip of Media. NewYork: New York LTniversity 'Pres..% 1960. A thorough statement of thedifficulties underlying the cdircentration-of-control issue.
Melody, William. Children's Television: 77w Economics of Exploitation.New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1973. An attempt tofree children's programs from advertiser pressure by finding alternativefunding.
Noll, Roger G.. Merton J. Peck, and John J. McGowan. Economic Aspects

, of Tekvision Regulation. Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution,
1974. They argue that tbe FCC has served the interests of broadcastersby protecting them from competition. A serious and well-supported Indict-. merit of the current regulatory system.

Robinson, Glen 0., ed. Communications for Tomorrow: Polky Perspectives
for the 1980's. New York: Praeger Special Studies, 1978."A broad view of
how technolegical changes will affect public policy.

Siepmann, Charles. Eadio's Second Chabce. Boston:, Little, Brown and Com-
pany, 1946. Appearing at the same time as ,the FCC's "Blue Book," this
volume argued that FM made possiblemany of the goals. A much neglected

I general statemein of a possible public policy.
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Self-Regulation

fleilfrich. Stockton. "The Radio andTelevisjon Codes and the Pu6lic Interest."
Journal of Broadcasting .(Sommer, 110): 267-274. A man who has
administered the code agues that it serves the public.

Nadonal Associatioi of Broadcasters. "The Television Code of the National
Association of Broadeasters." Washington, D.C. Revised Periodically.
See also the Code of the Radio and Television News Directors Associa-
tion (listed in the Aven Handbook on the Media).

Citizen-Action Groupe

Bennet, Robirt W. A Lawyer's Source Book: Representing the Audience in
Bivadcasting Proceedings. New York: Office of Communications, United
Church of Christ, 1574. A how-to book for attorneys repiesenting citizen .

amps written in generally acCessible terms.
Johnson, Nicholas. How to Talk Sack to Your Television Set.' Boston: Little,

Brown and Company, 1970. Also Bantam paperback, 1970. Former FCC
commissioner gives advice to citizens.

Kaye, Evelyn. The Family Guide to Children's Television. New York: Pan-
theon Books, 1974.Auch useful information for citizen groups, not
limited in application to children's programs.

Rivers, William L., and Wiliam T. Slater, eds. Aspen Handboollin the Media.
1975-76 tdition. Palli Alto, California: Aspen'institute Program on Com-
munications and Society, 1975. The single most useful source for a stir-
dent concerned with public policy and broadcasting. The index of organi-
zations lists all those mentioned in this tint.

.
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The Criteria for Evaluating
Broadcasting

There are no widely agreed upon coordbiating principles in bro,4-
--casting criticism. Some critics transfer criteria from 'journalism
when evaluating news programs, or from theatre when evaluating
television drama. Others apply standards taken from politics.
Since the criteria vary, tve will not recommend specific criteria
which we feel are ?appropriate for criticizing broadcasting.. Ra-
ther, we have' assembled an outline of criteria which others have
found useful and which may be applied to programs. The cate-
gories are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive; rather,
they sa-: series of starting points for broadcast criticism.

I.. Genre. It may be useful to assign a program to its genre and,
apply the standards which have proven appropriate for deal-
ing with other programs of the same kind.
a. News.

Does the reporter compensate for his or her biases? -, Is the report as complete as possible?
Are important details overlooked?
Is the reporting balanced or one-sided?
Do the visuals enhance or interfere with a comprehension

of the event?
Are the events selected for inclusion significant?

b. Detective-adventure.
Does the program have a unique quality?
Is it stylistically consistent?
Does the viewer find it easy to suspend disbelief while

watching or listening?
Does the denouement relate to- the body of the program?
Doft the program vary from epiode, to episode, or is it

repetitious?
c. Situation comedy.

How is this program different from other programs of this
ty pe?
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Does it reflect problems of interest to the audience?
Are the solutions to problems plausible?
Does it derive from other, similar programs?

d. Sports.
Is the reporting fair or does thv reporter support one team

or contender?
Are the possibilities of the mediuminstant rephty, special

effects, etc.-'-exploited?
Are the camera shots, language, or analysis original or

repetitious?
Does the broadcas1 help the viewet understand why events

occur in the sport, or does it merely report what happens?
Is the game changed in aay way to simplify television cov-

erage (for instance, by inserting tune-outs for commer-.
cials or by .introducing sudden-death endins so that the
duration of a game can be predicted)?

e. Variety programs.
Do the component parts of the show fit togethei cohesively?
Is the program distinctive from other shows of the type?
Does the pacing of the program hold the viewer's interest?
Does the program take advantage of the potentlal of the

medium used, or is it a theatre presentation simply
being broadcast?

Does the program have variety or sameness?
f. DoeuMentaries.

the research for the program original or derived from
some sicondary sciurce, acknowledged or unacknowl-
edged?

Does the program have shape in that the component parts
lead to the conclusion?

Does the program appear to be ,ced .as a documentary
or assembled from bits and left over from news
and other programs?

Do the producers make their biases clear or do they imply
that they are disinterested?

Are the producers biased?
togld' the program have been done as well in:some other

medium, for instance, a newspaper or magazine?
Do the producers lean heavily on interviews?

g. Game Shows.

Is the show in some way unique?
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Are the prizes of real value oras in "What's My :Line"
are they party prizes of little value?

Are the contestants presented sympathetically or exploited?
Do the audience responses 'seem appropriate or do they

appear to be "hyped"?
What motivates the contestants?
Is the program concerned with fun, competition, or greed?

h. Interviews.
'Is the interviewer prepared with backpound material and

. questions which provoke interesting answers?
Does the person being interviewed hawan opportunity to

present his or her point of view?
Does the intuviewer probe foi clarification of answers?
Are the questions about important matters?
Is too much time spent ontrivia?
Could other questions, or questions asked. differently,, have

elicited more interesting responseq? -

Obviously, eich genrewestern, *instructional, etc. suggests
. criteria which are appropriate to programs of that type. Each

individual program will suggest additional questions appro-
., priate to it. For the critic, the important act is the one of

c.ategorizing, of assigning each progiam to its genre and
evaluating it in terms appropriate to it.

2. Innovation. In nearly all genre, innovation is a quality re-
spected by both critics and viewers. Innovation may be a
matter of using a person of the opposite sex in a familiar
role, as in "Police Woman," a hero with an unusual handicap,
as in "Ironside?" or a host who is 9uieter and more thoughtful
than others in similar roles, as is Dick Cavett. Wherever
innovation occurs, it i the job of the critic to evaluate its
contribution to the progam.

a_ Use of the Medium. A rewarding question for the critic is,
Does a specific program make the most of the possibilities
inherent in the medium? Comedian ErnieKovacs was widely
acclaimed for being one of the few performers to use the
.visual aspect of television for comic effects. The producers
of network television football and baseball coverage have
exploited the visual possibilities of the medium, as an Eater-
noon spent watching eith6r f these sports on television will
reveal. Radio has its own unique possibilities. Disc jockeys
have explored the possibility of creating a close personal
bond with listeners. Radio equipment car. be moved to

4
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nearly any location quickly and cheaply; helicopter traffic
.reports and on-the-spot news coverage exploit radio's porta-
bility. And, of course, radio is extremely portable for listeners,
who can carry it with them on bbats, in ears, and on beaches.

.4 Public Needs. Proadcasiking has a responsibility to meet the
needs of the public it serves for entertainment, information,
and enlightenment. Public needs are not easily determined.
Occasionally, public officials or editors speak out about
needs and priorities. Sometimes, pressure goups will make
their preferences known. Most of the time, however, the
critic must make the comiolicated determination about the
relation of broadcasts to public goals and the needs of the
various audiences served by broadcasting. The critic may
ask:

Is a program consistent with FCC rules and regulations?
Does a program further or otherwise relate to the public goals of

the country on such matters as racial integration, energy con-
servation, or participation in p Utical decisions?

Are groups in the community 4th specific needs.. represented
in the broadcasts available in their area?

Do progr4ms address the problems faced by local communities
and the nation?

5. Effects. Many critics judge programs by their presumed
effects. If A program contains violence; it may be presumed
by some to encourage violent, behavior. If it demonstrates
effectiVe community action to solve a problem, it may en-
courage similar behavior in the communities where the pro-
gram is katened to or viewed. Most critics concerned with ef-
fects, as we will see in the second section of this book, are
concerned with whether a specific program is likely to have
pro-social effects (learning constructive behaviors) or whether
the program might possibly contribute to the continuation of
social problems. Critics concerned with effects may ask:

Does a program contain substantial violence?
Does a program dernonstrate conflict or cooperation?
Does a program encourage trust or suspicion?
Are the characters in a program usefpl as role models?
Are the solutions to problems demonstrated in programs po-

tentially useful in everyday life?

6. Taste. Most informal television and radio criticism is based on
taste. Viewers "like" or "don't like" programs according to
their own opinions. The Romans perhaps said all that can be
said: De gustibus non disputandem est.

o
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'let ii may ,bc useful tor a critic to convert expressions of
taste into other terms. For instance, protests about excess
numbers of commercials may be related to sp1fic quantities
of time. If the critic can determine how inibly minutes per
hour creates the feeling of "excess," it becomes possible to
discuss with some objectivity What otherwise remains a sub-
jective judgment.

taste is a particularly important matter in discussing tele-
vision, because those who like it leastupper income and
educated familiesare also likely to be least represented in
the audience. Taste needs to be related to social class and to
viewing habits if it is to be of use in evaluating television.

It might be argued that the aim of criticism is to develop
taste on the part of both critic and audience by consciously
addressing the many factors involved in making a qualitative
jus lgment. Perhaps there is no arguing with taste, but the de-
velopment of it may be the ultimate aim of criticism.'

Note

1 . Although there is little agreement upon these categories, one of the
most extensive lists will be found in The Rhetoric of Thlevision by Ronald
Primeau (New York: Longman. Inc., 1979). The book is a mixture of sound
specifics about television and theoretical explanations. In the form of a work-
book, the lists and worksheets are useful and may stimulate readers to devise

. their own.



II Issues in Broadcast Criticism

P

Although critics are concerned with a wide range of issues, some
are more pressing and others more enduring than most. In this
section, we have selected two "evergreen" issues: broadcast
journalism and the social effects of broadcasting. We have also
added one issue of pressing importance: the role of cable tele-
vision and the new distribution syslems which promise to change
broadcasting as we have known it.

7 .1.
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Broadcast Journalism

Richard Nixon, Lyndon Johnson and Jimmy 'Carter might all agree
on one thing: each felt that television news treated him shabbily
while he was in the White House. And so while broadcasters
think of television news as one of the most expensive and most
profitable aspects of their business, critics are likely to think of it
as one of the most controversial.

News broadcasts on radio began in controversy. Newspapers,
fearing competition from the new -medium, attempted to hamper
the development of radio news. They opposed the use of wire
services 6y radio; they threatened prosecution for plagiarism if
radio newscasters "borrowed" from newspaPers; and, to com-
plicate matters, many newspapers constructed or purchased
radio stations to protect themselves. The criticism of radio news
was, in some ways, a simple matter. Since it consisted of words
read aloud, the material read could be compared with the news
printed in newspapers. Because newspapers usually contained
more words, radi news was ofteh thought to be inferior.

Radio provid two additions to the news gathering methods
of the newspaper. first, the commentator, was born of the
need to program news at a time when the networks did not have
adequate independent news services. The, commentatorsRay-
mond Swing, Gabriel Heatter, Lowell Thomas, H. V. Kaltenborn,
Vulton Lewis, Jr., and many othersprovided radio with a unique
service: an analysis of the day's events dramatized by the person-

/ ality of the commentator. Even if radio news services were in-.
ferior to the wire services and the leading newspapers, commentary
was an innovation that could not be mdtched by print Journalists.

The second contribution made by radio was "on-the-spot"
reporting from the field. The Spanish Civil War, the Hindenberi
ditaster, sports events, and political conventions were brought
live" ipto the homes of millions. Although we are now aware
of the many editorial decisions that were made in each broadcast,
radio at the time seemed to many to take audiences into the field
and give them a first-hand experience of world events. Perhaps
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the.most famous and most readily available on recordings were
the broadcasts from London by Edward R. Marrow, which began,
"This is London . . . ."

Radio broadeasters were not universally admired. The easy
familiarity with the rich and famous affected by some broadcasters
and their attractive voices led critics to suspect that there was less
to their reports than met the ear. John P. Marquand, in So Little
Time, wrote about Walter Newcombe, a radio journalist who
specialized in pompous, empty analyses and name-dropping.
The novel is an interesting depiction of the intelligent skepticism
with which the new journalists were greeted. That skepticism
is still With uswe occasionally read about dark suspicions that
television newscasters are selected for their healthy hair or spark-
ling teeth. All these suspicions anticipate the difficulties intro-
duced by television into broadcast journalism.

With the introduction of television, pictures began_ to play
a more important role in news reporting than they had ever held
in print journalism. Films from remote locations, edited to empha-
size the dramatic highlights, gave viewers more information .

than words ever did, but there was no method for evaluating the
impact or meaning of the pictures. The importance of pictures
has been vastly underrated by`tnost critics, including many news-
casters themselves. In late 1974 one broadcaster of a network
news program argued that "television cannot provide all tlie news
a person needs to be informed. A half-hour newscast contains
less words than the front page of the New York Times." He
neglected to add that it also contains pictures that Convey emo-
tions and a variety of data that never find their way onto the
front page of a newspaperor the inside pages, for that matter.

Television news is often treated by critics as if it were words
accompanied by pictures of little importance. There is no reliable
information available ab,.,ut how film or video tape reports in-
fluence viewers' understanding of events, and this unknown
factor in television news is a source of frustration to critics.
Some critics, assuming that pictures have great impact, have
argued that the peace movement of the 1960s was stimulated by
reactions to the televised coverage of war in a ptimitive land
and that the black revolution was stimulated by the portrayal
of affluence on televisiona way of life that did not fit with the
private experience of many blacks. Television, as they see it, is
a revolutionary force that is not in the control of any group.
Other critics have argued that television news is superficial, glib,
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oriented toward show-business values, and the victim of concern
about audience ratings. It should be, they argue, more like a
newspaper. In short, the evaluation of television news is a lively
field for the critic because radically different evaluations are
widel3.? accepted.

The issues

A number of the current issues with which critics are concerned
ao discussed below.

The lack of investigative reporting. Television reporters are
often considered, by print journalists, to be the people who
arrive at a press conference at the last minute, film the public
amiounceffient, and le,ve immediately for another prepackaged
public announcement. Television newscasters are, act Jrding to
this stereotype, not the people who are likely to do background
preparation for a report. They substitute interviews for the less
spectacular work to be accomplished by digging in public records,
searching in archives, or sifting through the records of many other
interviews.

There are reasons for this lack of investigative reporting. First,
the results pf background research are frequently more suitable
for print than visual presentation. In addition, television film
crews are expensive and are usually sent out on assignment only
when there is a good possibility of producing a story that can be
used o the air. The result is that background investigation is
frequently neglected.

There are other pressures which operate to the disadvantage
of the investigative 'reporter. Television news producers are often
concerned with the sizes of their audiences. There is great fear
that a thorough background treatment on any subject except the
most current and controversiil might result in a loss of audience.
The consequence, once again, is a disinclination to conduct investi-
gations which do not relate to immediate "headline" stories.

Finally, television news lacks the tradition and enjoyment of
the investigative "scoop" that newspaper journalists enjoy. The
Washington Post and New York Times enjoyed considerable notor-
iety for their roles in the publication of the Pentagon Papers pro-
vided by Daniel Ellsberg and for their work on the Watergate
investigation. Robert Woodward, Carl Bernstein, and the other
reporters Who dug out the Watergate story were said to be working
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"in the best traditions of investigative journalism." There is no
such tradition in broadcasting, however, and the reward for such
activity may be a complaint to the FCC.

This last pomt may be worth further consideration. Radio and
television stations; licensed by the federal government in "the
public interest, convenience and necessity," are vulnerable to
pressure groups. If an investigative report caused a complaint
to be filed with the FCC, the management of the station'might
find its license in jeopardy. A prudent manager naturally 'Ashes

, to avoid that risk and consequently may be unwilling to take any
risks, including those involved in investigative reporting.

The audience may also play a role in the lack of investigative
reporting. Although we praise newspapers for taking fiances
and exposing offenses against the public, we often talk of tele-
vision and radio as destruct:ve forces to be contained. We some-
times suspect that they cause violence, lend themselves to dem-
agoguery, and are superficial. If the Watergate story had been pur-
sued by an NBC or CBSnewsperson, would we honor the network?
Or would we decry the abuse of the power the networks enjoy
and accuse them of violating a public trust?

The preference for the visual. One of the unr.oven but v idely
accepted assumi,tions about television news , prodUcers is that,
given a choice, most of them select trivial stories accompanied by
interesting visual material in preference to "iinportant" but non-
visual stories. This can result in two problems: the omission of
significant events and the distortion -of those that are reported.

The ways in which omission occurs can be easily checked.
For example, the stories reported on- television can be compared
with those reported in a newspaper. It is best done for a* given
community using local television news and a local newspaper.
There may be gross omissions, or, as some Boston students dis-
covered last year, television may have covered the .major stories
but omitted side-bar stories, the secondary items that fill out
viewers' understanding of events. In any case, the omission ques-
tion can be dealt with quantitatively.

The problem of distbrtion is subtler and more difficult to
explore. Television news emnhasizes the Aramatic moment in
events. For example,' Senator Edward Muskie wept when, in the
midst of a tense campaign, he 'earned that a New Hampshire
newspaper publisher had criticized his wife. It was a minor event,
:unrelated to the issues at stake in the campaign, but it was widely
reported because of its human interest. Did this clarify the cam-
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paign issues for the voter, or .was it an example of television
selectirik, the dramatic at the expense of the important?

Another example occurred during the 1968' Democratic Na-
tional Convention in Chicago, when television cameras reported
the conflict between demonstrators and the Chicago police, which
resulted in a "police riot." Critics suggested that the television
newscasters should have stayed with the issues inside the hall/
rather than featuring the demonstrators. As events developed,
the riot was the major issue of the dayof the yearand the
"issues" in the hall were of lesser importance. Would events
have been different, however, if the networks had not reported
the demonstrations in detail?

Yet another example involves President John F. Kennedy,
who was often reported during his televised news conferences as
exchanging witty banter with reporters. Evening news roundups
ocassionally neglected more substantial portions of the confer-
ences in favor of these lighter moments. President Richard M.
Nixon was angered because the moments from his press con-
ferences in which he had heated exchanges with CBS reporter
Dan Rather were often selected for repetitibn in evening broad-
casts. Were television producers serving their audiences well or
badly in im.king thesepnews judgments in favor of the visual, the
interesting, and the human as opposed to the abstract, the subtle,
and perhaps the more enduring issues?

.
There is no categorical answer that can describe the visual

tendency of television news. One cannot say, with any accuracy,
that television consistently Prefers visual trivia to other news.
Yet, there is a decision to be made on each news item. The extent
to which it is visually interesting is one factor that is corisidered.
It is the job of the critic, not to make bold and superficial gen-.
ralizations, but to ask of individual news stories, Was it worth

reporting? Was it apparently used more for its visual th'an for its
news value? Was the moment excerpted from an interview of

_signcance or merely -of Iriferest? Was the viewer persuaded
that she or he has been exposed to the most meaningful events,
and parts of events, or _merely those that were easy to report,

\ easy to visualize, and easy to watch?
\ The shortage of time. There are times at many newspapers
When there is more space available than there is news to fill it
on' a Thursday, for instance, when retail advertising is heavy and
the ews hole" is enlarged, or on a preholiday Sunday, when
.addi ldvertising creates a need for more news. This is the time
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when background reports, ...psays, hiid features ,find their way
into our living roomsa lu.tury almost unknown in television.

Television operates within, severe, almost dripplivg, time re-
straints. The half-hour news program. may have from twenty-one
to twenty-th&ie minutes of news, including weather and spags.
Only the most unusual eventslare accorded more than three min-
utes of air time, or 350 words of news copy. If a minor event
is given thirty seconds, the news reporter can devote fewer that
100 words to the event. Half an hour is simply not enough time
for a thorough report on the events of the day.

This press of time means that only the most salient features
of an event can be reported. It means that a shorthand must be
used in which public figures are encouraged to summarize their
views on difficult policies in a few seconds. Actors on the pub-
lie stage aye assigned. to "teams." Teams ure given "positions"
to defend. Conflict is reported as existing between individuals
rather than between philosophic or political viewpoints. The
spokesperson is treated as if he or she were the position. Public
affairs comes to resemble sports. No problem is too vast or too
subtle to be summarized between commercial announcements.
The world consists of short bursts of unrelated information.

Difficult as it may be, time is somewhat less of a problem now. .
than it was twelve years ago, when fifteen-minute local news re-
ports were common. In many markets, lieginning the the autumn
of 1975, the evehing news block was extended,t6 ninety miriutes.
In addition, the networks have used such programs as "Sixty
Minutes" to dig in greater depth into specific stories, and the
level of journalistic judgment 'demonstrated on such programs
is frquently admirable.

The need for verification. More than one network reporter
has sent a "scoop" back to headquarters only to find out that the
news producers held the story until it was "verified" by a wire
service. At times, this prudence has saved potential embarrass-
ment. Prudence, however, is different from timidity, and some
critics have suspected that it is courage that is missin from
4:elevision news.

Again, .there is little to be gained from general discussions
of Jager issues, such as Watergate and the networks. The issue
is already available for examination in local communities. Most
controvfirsial stories, such as those concerning malfeasance In
public dffice or corporations that are in difficulty, will usually be
carried first by the local newspaper.

7 7
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All of the characteristics of television news mentioned above
work against the reporter with a controversial story. Time is

- not available, funds are usually not available to support inves-
tigative reporting, stories which have not been pre-reported in an-
other medium are usually not visual, and the "easy" judgment
for a producer is against using such stories. Thus, television r-d
radio nev. producers work in an environment in which pnidet.....e
is rewarded and journalistic enterprise is risky and undersup-
ported. One of the contributions critics can make to broadcast
journalism is to call attention to the extent to which radio and
television break stories or wait for verificat:on before following
other media.

Television favors pre-reported .?ews. When television news'
producers decide to cover aft, even,, they commit several people
and hundreds of dollarsperhaps thousandsto that story. Since
they have limited resources, their decision to cover one event
necessarily means that other stories will not be covered. It is
important that the crew bring a story back from an assignment.
It is gelpful if they can pick up two or morritories while they
are out; so those events that are tightly scheduled and conven-
ient to reach are f5t..-ored. This means that stories that are planned
or pre-reportedand that are of known news value are most
likely to be covered.

Although larger stations keep one camera crew and reporter
free for late-breaking stories, such as accidents, news programs
are ',milt around suet% pre-arranged events a SI press conferences by
public officials, schAuled protest demonstrations by well-known
groups, sports events, strikes that are planned, conferences by
public and educational groups, interviews set up in advance, and
resturring events, such as lighting of municipal Christmas trees,
Fourth of July parades, opening of amusement parks, first day
of school, and commencements. It is possible for a news pro-
ducer to plan the usage of the film crew well in advance when
events such as these are covered.

Spontaneous events are difficult to cover, because it is not
known how song they will occupy a camera crew, where they wilt
occur, or whether they will produce a story appropriate for use
on the air. Although news is, by definition, concerned with spon-
taneous events, it is much simpler, more economical of time and
money, and is more dependable to include pre-arranged events in
newscasts.

Newsmakers, those who are the objects of the public's con-
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cern, are aware that they are most likely to be covered on the
airjf they include radio and television news reporters in their
plank. .Ns a consequence, much news is scheduled to occur at
times and places convenient for reporters and film crews. This is,
of course, true of newspaper ktisnalism Ess well as broadcasting,
but the clumsiness of the arrangements have made it increasingly
common for aewsmakers to plan "news" with television coveriige
in mind. At times, television "consultants"often reporters
provide advice on how news should occur if television coverage
is to be maximized.

Although all of the procedures described above seem com-
monplace, the result has been a drastic alteration in the rela-
tion of the news reporting mechanism to "reality." Traditionally,
reporters and publishers have been thought to be observers of
events. We assume that they do not influence the events they
report. Television is so dominant a medium, so expensive, that
this traditional observer role has been changed. Television cov-
erage frequently becomes the focus of the event, and the result
is er tail-wagging-the-dog phenomenon in which events are sub-
servient to the coverage they receive in the broadcast media.

In 1962 historian Daniel J. Boorstin published The Image
or What Happened to the American Dream, a "how-not-to-do-
it" book .about "our arts of self-deception."1 In it, Boorstin an-
grily argued that our public media are preoccupied With "pseudo-
events," which (1) are "planned, planted or incited," (2) are
planned for the purpose of b. g reported, (3) have an ambiguous
"relation to the underlying wality," and (4) are usually self-
f ul fillin g prophecies.

If one accegts Marshall McLuhan's notion that the media
function in' society somewhat analogously to the function of the
central nervous system in the body, all of this seems rather labored
and unnecessary. The Media seem to distort "reality" only be-
cause those of us who are older were accustomed to an older
version of reality. From this point of view, the, transformation
of news from sporadic coverage of chance events to the system-
atic coverage of planned events is merely one predictable char-
acteristic of our post-industrial electronic society. Besides, one
may ask, who is to say that planned events are less interesting,
less important or leis worthy of coverage than an unplanned
explosion or accident?

Boorstin argues that pseudo-events are acceptable only be-
cause- they appear in the guise of spontaneous snts. One su-
pects that the audience would be less interested in news if the
newscaster began his or her report, "Here are some events which

7)
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we have connived to bring about today." Spontaneous news is
diluted by pseudo.events, Boorstin argues, and viewers are mis-
led when they are encouraged to accept press conferences and
contrived demonstratians as news.

For the 'critic, the distinction between .non-media reality and
pseudorevents deserves investigation. A news program consisting
of interviews, conferences, parades, and other pre-arranged events

, is different from one in which such events are minimized. No
matter which 'side of the argument we find persuasive, we can
only increase our understanding of broadcasting if we ask the
question, "Would this have occurred at all, or occurred differ-
ently, if radio and television were not available to report it?"

Cutrent igmes

Issues in broadcast news occur frequently, usually have a short
life, and are often reported as being basic to the well-being of
the- republic. Perhaps we are unusually aware of them because
broadcast journalists respond to them ulth unusual intensity.
Following is a short list of recent and current issues which is
suggestive of the kinds of issues that may occur in the future.

1. It has been charged that television and radio news, as the
activity of corporations with vested interests in defense and
other economtc activities, is influenced by what is thought to
be the corperate well-being. Anti-war activists were partic-
ularly enamored of this argument. Harry Skomia, author of
Television and the News, is perhaps the most eloquent ad-
vocate of this point of view.

2. It has been charged that network news is heavily biased by
reporters, producers, and writers, all of whom share an Eistem
liberal view of public life. Edith Efron is the best-known ad-
vocate of this point of view, and her charges, Which appeared
in The News Twisters, created something of a stir in the early
1970s, appearing shortly after similar cherges by then Vice
President Spiro Agnew. Two other studies, based on her
charges, arrived at contradictory judgments.

3. There is concern about the spread of what has been dubbed
"tabloid" btoadcast joumalism in some markets. Charm-
terized by a fast pace, short items, extensive use of film,
and an emphasis on accidents and other unplanned events,
tabloid news is seen by some as the bad money that may
drive the good money out of the market.

Eia
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4. Film jontinues to be considered desirable by audiences
as judged . by ratingsbut of dubious journalistic value.
The criticism that television news emphasizes the visual
at Life expense of the substantial remains a point of concern.

5. New video tape equipment, which is simpler and more
portable and which eliminates the processing delay inherent
in the use of film, ii available and is beginning to be used in
some markets. It is expected that this technological change
will increase both the out-of-studio content in news programs
and the flexibility of broadcasters.

6. The time devoted to television news in many markets is in-
creasing.: As more time is devoted to news, an interesting
problem to be considered by critics is how th additional
time should be used.

7 There is considerable concern that news, both in print and
on the air, can be "managed" by skillful public 3fficials.
Among the techniques used are the timing of news releases
for maximum coverage, giving exclusive information to
"friendly" reporters, limiting access to the information upon
which news reports are based, arranging "leaks" so that
unauthorized and unattributed stories will appear, back-
ground briefings in which public officials press their point of
view but do not pt -mit the source to be identified, the timing
of news releases co.i.,aining unfavorable information so that
minimum coverage -will result, and the release of misleading
information by public officials..

There is, of course, nothing new in this catalogue of
attempts to influence public opinion. The attempted cover-
up of the White House involvement in the Watergate burglary
has focused public attention on the prevalence of tnese
techniques. For critics, the detection and exposure of news
management is a Constant challenge.

8. The development of "all-news" radio formats prL.lents inter-
esting opportunities for broadcast journalist's. Typically, a
story is "followed" with up-dates at regular intervals. There
is some likelihood that independent televisibn stations Tay
experiment with an "all-news" television forniat in the near
future. Such formats present the opportunity for the back-
grounding, the depth, and the analysis broadcast news has
lacked in the past. The task for critics is to determine whether
this opportunity is being taken or whether "all-news" is
merely a 'repetition of the kind of news which formerly
existed in the shorter news program.

-
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9. News consultants are being used by many stations in an
effort to improve their audience ratings. TyPically, con-
sultants use surveys, content analysis, and other research
techniques to make a series of recommendations to manage-
ment. Manzgement consulting is, of course, a routine activity
in many industries. Critics are concerned, however, that news
consultants base their recommendations upon "show busi-.ness or audience values rather tharrupon journalistic values.
A useful discussion can be found in Moments of Truth,
edited by Marvin Barrett.

In this chapter we have attempted to focus on the underlring
issues in broadcait journalism and to direct the reader to some of
the current issues. It is unlikely that the issues identified here
will be "current for very long. The task for critics is to identify
the underlying issues which link, the specific issues which may
occur from time to time.
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Cable Television and the New
Media

For more than a decade critinte talked about the "electronic
revolution" that was about to occur. Some changes ocsurred, most
notably the development of cable television systems, but the
revolution seemed slow in coming. Home Box Office, Inc., began
to offer pay television services. In Columbus, Ohio, Warner Cab e
experimented with the QUBE _al: a two-way interacti e
system that allowed viewers to .spond to instructions, questions,
or to express progiam choices. The system has been used to test
products, to provide an almost instant .measure of public opinion,
and to test educational programming. In Atlanta, Ted Turner,
America's Cup skipper and owner of a UHF station, made arrange-
ments to have his programs carried on a number of cable systems
across the country. The result was a "super station": a station seen
in dozens of towns and cities without using landlines. Satellites
enabled the Public Broadcasting System to create a network
without the heavy expense of renting land facilities from AT&T..
In India, a satellite was used to distribute agricultural and health
information. Although, very little arpeared to change on screens
as we watched the CBS Evening News, the revolution had, in
fact, occurred. What most:of Us were watching was the last of
the old Aystem. And the new system? Who could guess what it
might be? Comsat, Inc., hopes to have direct satellite-to-home
systems in operation by 1983. If they are successful, both con-
ventional broadcasting and cable may find themselves obsolescent!

The Birth of Cable

In the 1950s the number of television stations increased dra-
matically. Audiences in some parts of the country, however,
suffered from terrain which made it difficult for them to receive
the signals. Not only were mountains often obstacles to signals;
but . no single private individual was likely to have or expend the
resources to import a signal for his or her home from a mountain-
top location. If soeral families were willing to pay for the service,
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however, it might be practicable and even profitable. This solution
was applied in a number of states beginning in 1948 and resulted
in the growth of a number of small "community antenna" systems
in Pennsylvania, California, Vermont, Oregon, and Montana.

In the late fifties it was noted that cable television, as it became
called, had advantages for urban dWellers: the cable system could
import otherwise unavailable signals from distant cities; it could
provide,channels far local programming; and it offered the potential
for pay-television channels. Some- promoters talked of adding
burglar alarm services or access to centralized coMputers for
shopping or library research as an eventual i.art f the cable
service. Others talked about the possibility of having access,
through cable, to a central storage system frbm which prorgiams
could be selected and played at will. Cable television seemed to
be the medium for a rapid advance in communication services to
the public.

From Entrepreneur to Corporation

Most of the first generation, pre-1965 cable operators were entre-
preneurs in the classical tradition of America business. They saw
a market for a se:.fice and offered it as quickly and cheaply as
possible. Many of them sold their service door-to-door, bargaining
with telephone and electric companies for space on poles, setting
nites according to what the market would bear, and managing to
stay in business. Cable systems seemed to operate at the same level
of management sophisticatioms, say, an independent auto repair
shop.

In the mid-1960s a number of corporations identified the po-
tential \growth and the protected market for cable systems and
began to enter the field. Some broadcasters, such as CBS, entered
the field to protect Ihe diatribution of their signals but were later
forced out by federal regulations. Of the new Corporations, the
most aggressive and best kric wn was Teleprompter. It purchased
local stations at a substantial profit for the founding owner and
applied for franchises when no systein eiristed in a desirable
market. New names began to appear in the communications
industry: Viacom, Warner Cable, Cox Cable, Cypress Commur.ica-
tions, National Transvideo, and a host of others.

This :period of growth was not without difficulties. Cable sys-
tems were expensive to install, particularly with the higher tech-
nical standards which became effective in 1966. Broadcasters,
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concerned about the survival of on;eir byoadcastingOobbied suc-
cessfully for legislaticlis which would proteCt the existing industry.
And money, in enormous quantities, was needed tO finance the
new industryone estimate in 1970 was that two billion dollars
would be needed by 1975 to finance expansion. With the 1971
increase m interest rates, cable corporations experienced severe dif-
ficulties in maintaining, their level of groWth. The result was a
shrinkage in stock values, ti failure to provide many of the services
promised in the earlier days, and a postponement of the planned
growth of the industry. The cable television Story is a remarkable
onefrom boom tO recession in less than ten years!

If cable television is speculative and expensive to enter, one
may ask why it is so attractive to business interests. The answer
is partly that it is a semi-monopolyonce cable operators have
a franchise, their investnent is protected. Another answer is that
the potential profits are enormous. If an urban cable system
achieves a 50 percent penetration (one out of every two families
subscribe), profits are estimated tp be in excess of 25 percent 9f
gross income. Estimates vary, of course, and each system is differ-
ent. However, the potential for a sizable profit is present. Fur-
ther, some investors are able to take advantage, for tax purposQs,
of the initial losses reported by almost all systems.

Cable is speculative, Votentially profitable, and has made and
lost large sums of ey for operators and investors. It is an
exciting new syste or distributing communication signals. For
all these reasons, it attracts the entrepreneur, the communications
visionary, and the reformer. All find in it possibilities for achiev-
ing their particular goals..

Cable and Government

Open-circuit, whether AM, FM, or television, is regulated by
the FCC because of the limited number of channels. The argument
for regu!ation 'is based upon the assumption that a scarce public
resourcethe spectrumshould be .used "in the public interest,
convenience and necessity." Cable distributiem sirstems with many
channels may appear, superficially, to need less regulailon, perhaps
even none at all. That has not been the case. There are several
reasons for regulating cable television, none of them simple.

*First, although it is pdssible for a town or city to have more
than one cable system, it makes little sense to divide the.market
and increase installation costs. It would be rather like having
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two water companies in the same town. As a consequence, cable
television franchises issued by town or city governments are nor-
mally- conSidered monopolies. Towns therefore bargain hard .to
get the maximum advantage from their franchises, engaging legal
ceunsel, holding hearings, and otherwise proceeding in a regulatory
manner.

Second, a nuinber of abuses in the 1960s-=-the bribing of local
officials, for instanceled to a concern about cable television on
the part of some state governments. The result wcs a variety Of
regulatory agencies or commissions at the state level, which, to
varying degrees, attempt to secure a uniformity of able service
from one town to another, regulate. rates, and set.technical stand-
ards.

A thiJ tiet of regialation exists at the federal level. The FCC,
concert. .1c1 about the siphoning of programs from on-air broadcasters
without compensation, issued a number of regulations concerning
technical standards, the number of signals wiiich may be iMported
by cable operators from outside their home markets, and rules
concerning other similar matters.

From the viewpoint of the cable operators, the three-tier
system of regulation is restrictive, complicated, overlapping, and
at times inconsistent. From their standpoint, one level of regula-
tion is sufficient. They argue that local communities can determine
their needs, that the FCC should allow the marketplace to decide
the future of on-air broadcasting, and that state regulation is un-
necessary. Although ther,..! is no clear viewpoint to which all cable
operators would agree, most seem to favor local regulation and
dislike state regufation.

There are good economic reasons for the operators. to favor
local regulation. Since most of them operate in several markets,
they have access to irgormation and to economies which may not
come to the attention of inexpert local officials or citizen gioups.
On the whole, state agencies have restrained cable systems from
neglecting local communities; and federal regulation has operated
to insure that cable systems do not upset the exiSting system.
One does not have to look far to determine why cable operators
oppose three-tier regulation.

Formal federal involvement with the regulation of cable tele-
vision began in 1962, when the FCC asserted its interest in a
microwave system 'serving a cable company. 413.1965 the FCC
asserted authority over all systems served by microwava? but did
not attempt to regulate those which did not depend upou micro-
wave service.' The First Report and Order, as it is known, argue(7
that on-air service, particularly by UHF stati s, needed protection
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from cable t!ompetition: Eleven months later the FCC issued tbe
Second Report and Order, reaffirming ita jurisdiction over all cable
systems, and established a policy for the importation -a signIls
from distant stations.'

In 1968 the FCC encouraged local cable operators to orig-
inate plograms. In October 1969 it ruled that systems with more
than 3,500 subscribers were' responsible for originating local pro-
grams. In 1972 the FCC issued new regulations which added
urgency to the requirement for local origination and established
four clas`ses of channels wfich eoula provide a variety of services:
retransmission of off-air signals, dist.xibudon of system-originated,
programs, carrying cif signals from receivers for pay television, and-
subscriber-originated signals.

the locahorigination rule was neither popular nor successful,
and in November 1974 the FCC scrappec :t, conceding that the
original rule had resulted in large expencKures and 'little benefit.
It adopted, instead, a rule requiring cable firms with more than
3,500 subscribers to have equipment available for the ptoduction
and origination of programs by local groups. The FCC thus ruled
that access was the issue rather than the need for a continuing
local program service.

The mast interesting of the FCC's regulations have been those
associated with retransmission.3 Pulled between a.desire to en-
courage cable and a stronger desire to maintain the existing sys...
tem, the FCC has limited the number of signals a cable system
may import (those more than 35 miles away or meeting a signal-
strength test). The limitations are: (I) in the top fifty television
mirkets, three networks may be carried if not provided locally and
three non-affiliated (independentl stations; (2) in ti,e next fifty

... markets, the cable system is limited to _providing the .thiee net-
work signals (if they are not available from local stations) and
two nor ciffiltäted stations; and (3) smaller markets receive somi.-

.what more protection from imported signals. In addition, the
FCC required that all loCal public televisiln stations be carried,
as well as those having a Grade B (relatively_ strone signal in
the area. Other public staticins may be carried in the absence of
objections from local public stations.

One curious result of the FCC's rules is that for major mar-
kets, which are already well-served, the number of signals im-
Ported will increase, whereas small markets will receive a smaller
number of imported signals. This decision was evidently made to
provide financial protection for smaller market stations, which
often operate with slender profit margins.

In addition, the FCC requires that cable systems in the top

qw
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one hundred markets have a twenty-chanel capability. gable
operators have argued that it would be sufficient if systems

.vided all required services "p.his 'one" channel %Which coukt.W.
activated when required.

At the moment many systems do not ha re a..twenty-channide,
capability and otherwise fall short of the FCC's technical require:
ment.s.

a

Pay Television

Z.

-

Although -pay television systems have operated' using on-the-
air signals on an experimental basis, most people concerned with

. pay television think of cable as the matt desirable distribution
system for their programs. 1n-,1968 the FCC issued rules regulating .

'the content of pay television (then called subscription television)
system. In 1970 it applied the rules to pay cable systems and in
1972 included the rules in their Third Report and Order. At ufat
time the rules restricted access to feature films between two and
ten years old and sports events that had bein broadcast. in* the
past two years,. and they iimited the percentage of total pay cable
offerings that could be devoted to movies and sport.

Despite these limitation's, pay television continued' to attract
the attention of entrepreneurs. There were a number of reasons 2
ft.ir this interest.. First, pay television would have consumers pay
directly for the product, as they do when purchasing' it boolfor a
ticket to a play or concert. The result could be a more immediate
reward for producers of successful shows than is possible in the

syitems in which successful shows are rewarded With future
contracts rather than i ntoediate earnings.

A second reason for interest in cable is that th.. viewers might
select enly programs atfiective, to them. 1...e lower-level-of-
viewing-attention which presumably accounts for a substantial
part of the commercial television audience 17nuld be missing. This
might result in an increase in quality.

Third, programs of minority 'interest (both ethnic and cul-
tural) might. be provided, if the audiencewere willing to pay the
higher cost-per-viewer necessary to Make it attractive to the cable
programer. s,

In these ways, pay television offers Possible solutions to some
of the nagging problems of the present skstem. However, it does
involve some trade-ofgs: the impulse viewing, which provides such
a large prime-time audience might be deceeased; the program

.
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sources which have been developed for cominercial television
might not survive in a pay television market; .and, if the coin-
mereial system were unable to sustain the quality-of its programs,
including news, lower income families might have access to needed
information or entertainment only at a sacrifice.

In March 1975 the FCC annctunced new regulations for pay
cable television: (1) Pay television operators !may bid.cni films less
than three years old or more than ten years old even if the pic-
tures. are under a non-exclusive contract to networks or stations..
(2) 1:-/ay television firms are requirert. to maintain a public file in
which titles, dates of showing, and the section of the rules per-
mitting the showing are listed. Alsó, any details-of contracts to -
networks or stations must be included. (3), The pay television
market size will be determined by the best signar-coverage area
of loci') conventional stations carried on the system. (4) Although
pay television candot carry specific events Carried by broadcasters
within the preceding five years, 'such as bowl games, access to
these events under a formula was allowed.

Although these ru,les were liberalized somewhat from the
earlier ones, several cable firms announced plans to appeal the
rules in the courts. At the same time, cable companies made plans
to offer new program services on a pay basis beginning' in the sum-
mer" of 1975. Further, Home Box Offiee, a subsidiary of Time,
Inc., began a pay teWvision network linked by cable systems in
the fall of 175. Cable operators have depended on promise rather
than performance in selling their services. Haimpered by FCC'
restrictions and, in some states, by difficulties in raising their ratei,

< they nevertheless remain optimistic about the long-term prospects
of cable.

Cable and Critics

Cable is an ekcitirig fmancial optoortunity for entrepreneurs
and offers potentiil benefits to the public in additional services.
But what is the role of critics in all of this? Should they remain
passive, reacting to programs klivered on cable in the same way
as those.delivered on air? Or are then special considerations which
critics should give to the problems and potential of cable? The
latter is certainly the casethere are a number of concerns to
which critics should give their attention.

1. Critics can malie 'certain that the public is awake of the con-
tents and implications of franchise agieements made between

a.
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the town or city and the cable operator. Critics may compare
them to other agreements or seek comment on them by those
witia experience in the field.

2. Critics can call attentien to the public access channel pro-
vided on the cable rind provide critical response to the pro-
grams. Here, since the perforibers are not professionals, an
interesting question of criteria emtrges. The critics may
perliaps rmd it useful to evaluate such programs in terms of
their stated goals, rather than compare them to the programs
on public and commercial stations. Critics may raise such
questions as: Who ia using the public access 'channel? Is the
conten t. of general interest or is it specialized? What com-
munity problems or needs are .not deidt with in 1..ulo'c access
progmnming? Who pays for the cost of public a_zess pro-
gramming? Are there unused program resources in the
comm unity?

3. The FCC required that each system reser've one channel for
the use of educational institutions. Critics might r Insider: Is
the channel used? Are the offerings promoted? Who is
responsibk frir program decisions? To what extent are the
educstional needs of the community being met through this
channel?

4. Each cable operator is required to maintain a local gm/em-
inent access channel. Concerning it, critics might ask: Do
governmental agencies or officials use the channel ti their
own advantage? Does the local government make the best
possible use of the channel? What governmental problems
might besolved or allevitted using the 1.!.stnne1?

5. Are the non-program possibilities If the cable system e:,
plored and utilized, or is the pote-tial neglected? At the mo-
ment, for financial reasons,, neglect is the common practice,
but the critic will have a constructive role to play at some
happier time in the future.

In summary, cable television is a system rather tharr a program
and may seem resistant to critical evaluation. Hbwever, critics
have a vital role to ptay in protecting the public interest byjnsis-
ting upbn adequate performance by cable operators. New,program
forms will call for new styles and criteria for evaluation. Critics
mn find their own horizons extended hy the challenge of evalua-
ting "non-professional" pro . y, critics can be. an im-
portant information link between th audience and the cable

"-
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operator. New services will not be utilized unless an audience is
aware of them and knows how to use them. These issues should
provide sufficient difficulty to keep any critic busy for the fore-
seeable future.

And the'New Media

t'able television distribution systems are but the first of the tech-
nological changes occuring aboat as. By themselves, cable tele-
vision systems merely deliver local signals with improved image
quality and two or three out of town channels ("imported"),
plus a local and, perhaps, educational channel. When combined
with satellite delivery systems, however, cable sytitems can provide
local distribution of iignals from.distant places.

The possibilities became obvious in mid-1979 when the FCC
lifted a three-year moratorium on the carriage of video signals
on AT&T's Comstar satellite. This gave the U.S. three satellite
systems for domestic use: Western Union has three "birds': in its
Westar system: RCA has two in its Satcom system; and AT&T
and GTE. in cooperation, have Comstar.

Theo results of these many program channels can be quickly
summarized: in 1979 more than 10,000 movies, 2,500 sports
events, 7,000 hours of children's programs, two 24-hour news
services and the Spanish International network.

In mid-1980, WTCGthe first "super station",will begin its
own satellite-and-cable news service. Both public television and
public radio are using satellite facilities.

The revolution has not been limited to commercial operators
and governme4 agencies. Home video recording systems now
cost little more than a black-and-white television set in the 1950s,
and in some homes the video collection will soon rival the record
collection;

. .

The problems associited with1these'deVelopments are multiple.
In this Issuntry, nvtworks anticipate the` fragmentation of the
audiences for their entertainment programs. Abroad, there is a
concern among developing nations that the industkial powers may
monopolize the airailable frequencies and the' space available for
satellites, leaving them in a-perpetual-communication dependence.
Tanzania, in 1979, took the unusual step of deciding not ic de-
velop its own television system because it wotild benefit only the
privileged few, not the masses. Most lets developed countries
(LDCs) opted for 'participation, however, and have pressed for

r.
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freioency and spzee reservations so that they will have u place
in which to develop their communiCation systems in the future,

And What is the role of the critic in *sponse to these 'changes?
Perhaps the most useful approach is to regard technological change
as a problem in public policy, an opportunity to defend the public
interest.

A few of the systems competing for the public's time and dis-
cretionary income are: cable television; pay-cable; subscription TV
(pay prograMs sent over-the-air); and informational systems (up to
200 pages of data on file for use on command by vieweis). Others
are on the way. There is an important journalistic role to be
played in Worming the public about them, and a critical role to
be played in, the evaluation of the comgeting systems.

Notes

1. 30 FCC,'683 (1965).
2. 2 FCC, 2025 (1966).
3. 36 FCC, 2d141 (1.972)..
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Social Effects and the Criticism
of Broadcasting -

We noted earlier that critics often turn away from television or
radio programming and evaluate other aspects of the medium:
problems of control, program strategy, governmental regulation,
or access to the media. One of the concerns of those who do not
restrict themselves to the evaluation of programs involves the
effects that radio and television have on society.

This, concern is not new. In the 1930s many people became
alarmed oyer the possibilities of political Control when radio was
used by demagogues or those with skill in-broadcasting. The
mimes associated with early political broadcasting read like a
roll call of controversial figures of the pedod: Dr. John Brinkley,
who ran for the governorship of Kansas after having his license
to practice medicine revoked; Huey Long, who ran for the gover-
norship of Louisiana on one of the earliest "media" campaigns;
Father Coughlin, who changed his support from Franklin Roosevelt
to Long and, for a Utile, appeared to be a potent political force;
Roosevelt himself, whose "fireside chats" could not be matched for
political effectiveness by any other political figure of his time;
and Adolf Hitler, one of the first totalitarians to use broadcasting
for domestic political control and as a weapon n foreign saxes-

- s:on.
The concern about the effects of such broadcasting led to a

great deal of reaearch, much of it reported by Paul Lazarsfeld, a
pioneer in mass communication research, and his colleagues at
Columbio University. There were, of course, other reactions,
notably the formation of the Institute for Propaganda Analysis,
which operated on the assumption that clear thinkingrthe ability
to spot logical fallacies tp broadcastswas a- 4:Ie.:tense against
propaganda.

If any single event dramatized the potential effects of radio,
it was the adaptation of H. G. Wells's War of the Worlds broad-
cast by Orson Welles on his Mercury Theatre on Halloween night,
1938. Fortunately, Hadley Cantril, a sociologist, was preparing
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an mt estigation of radio and was able to gather information about
ele effects of the broudcast. He reported that "at least a million
Americans beeline frightened and thousands were panic striglken."
Both Cantril's report and recordings of the original broadcast are
available for those interested in Tampering the stimulus with a
report of the response.

Could such an event recur today? dantril notes that "a pattern
of circumstanees providing a matrix for high sUggestibility" is "by
no mean.; absent today" but ttiat there are a number of mitigating
factors: there are more channels available for cross-checking in-
formation, television dramas /are lé likely to b confused with
reality than are radio dramas;t with their appeal to the imagination;
broadcr.aters are now aware of the potential social damage that
may occur, and they screen and pretest programs with a potential
for causing confusion. tit yertheless, a public television broadcast

0 in the spring of 1975 in which a student describeif how an atomic
bomb could be made with easily stolen materials caused a ripple of
alarm in the newspapers.

In the Spring of 1979, ambiguons rePorts about the dangers
from an accident at the Three Mile Island atomic power plant
caused a spontaneous evacuation' that preceded the official an-
nouncement that children and pregnant women were encouraged
to leave.

If there is a significant differenCe between 1938 and 1980, it
may be that concerns of media effects are now subtler. We are con-
cerned about such effects as alienation cauied by the media and
urban isolation, the imitation cf violent acts on television by
children, eontintrine political control by those in power because
of their access to large budgets, and the development of inappro-
priate dietary habits and, consequently, poor health 1;E:cause of -a
media-induced preference for "fun foods" of little nutritional
value.

If these concerns are subtler, they are neverth'eless the children
of the fears our parents originally had about the effects of movies
and radio. We suspectwe fearthat a major- social force may be
operating under the control of a few program executive 1, political
figures, advertisers, ot government officials. Even more, we .=1. nt
that a major social force may be operating without effectile con-
trol from any quarter.

In this chapter we will briefly consider the major current issues
concerning the effects of broadcasting on children, violence, poli-
tics, and consumerism.
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. Broadcasting and Children: Antisocial .

It does credit td ouriociety at there are widespread concerns
about the effects of, firokcasting on children: Perhaps the most

. widely held concern is that television is a causal factor in vicilence
among children. So widespread was this concern that, in the

--silting of 1969, -Senator John Pastore asked th'e Surgeon General
to mine a panel of dininguished persons to undertake to identify
what harmful effects, if edit televisign programs have on children.

The result of the senator's request was an inquiry which lasted,
almost three years. The panel commissioned twenty-three research
projects and many more technical papers and riublished what be-
came a controversial report, which reported that the committee
had found preliminary and tentative causal relatións.between tele-
vision violence and aggressive behaviOr. However, the connection
was too teatative to satisfy social scientists and was expressed with
too many qualifications td satisfy critics of the industry.

Three years after the Surgeon General's report, Douglass Cater
and Stephen Strickland published an extensive essay outlining the
"evolution" and "fate" of the Surgeon General's report. It is no-
gcinating* and easy reading, .and it leads the reader to a question
which. cannot be decided in sOcial scienée terms: If some tele- \

vision programs cause some children to act violently softie of the
time,' are, we justified in eliminating all such content from all
children's pregrams all of the time?

Other critics agree that there is too much violence in children's
programs but point out that children also watch malty programs
during adult viewing hours. If televised violence. is socially un-
desirable. 'these programs must also be considered. Fitially, if the
link between television and violence is tentative and preliminary,
what evidence is needed to justify a chenge in social policy.

Closely linked to concerns about television mid viqlence are
those about talevision and delinquency. Numerous Britieh re-
searchers, mentioned in the bibliography, have investigItted this .
matter and have reached conclusions as ambiguous as those,'
reached bys the Surgeon General's panel. Generally, the causes o
specific behaviors appear to be too complex to reduce intelligen
to a single cause. Nevertheless, television is a part of the environ-
ment of those childrpn who are violent and/or delinquent. Soihe
social scientists argue that all contributing fedora in social change
should be considered as causal. Froi.a this point of view, television
is and will remain a problem for those c6ncerned with the well-
being of elfildren.
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Underlying all questions of violence and children's program-
ming, of course, is a t Amendment csestion. If the FCC
shguld, by rule ; move to reduce teleyised violence, is
there any reason sho ot move to reduce "undesirable" poli-
tical or religious c t? The decision on how to protect children
within the limitS of the First Amendment is a matter for critics to
ponder. .

Television and, Children: Pro-Social

Of course, not all of the effects of television on childred are anti-
social. Television introduces children to new experiences. It makes
available a variety of, role models. If brings them into 4ficarious
centact with the world outside without- Making the linguistiá or
high-abstraction demands of the newspapers. There have been
attempts to use teleVision to encourage pio-social 13ehavior,
notably in the programs produced by the Children's Television
Workshop.

"Sesame Street" is, of, course, the best-known example of pro-
social television. In it, short message units with specific instrfic-
tional goals are combined with characters and puppets appsealing
to children to make an unusually effeutive program, "Sesaine
Strea"- is unusuat in one other way: it was one of the first pro-
grams produced 'with audiance research included as part of the
production mechanism. Normally, in broadcasting; research is
done before production to find out if there'll; a demand for a'pro-
gram and after the program is aired to find out Lea is successful.
The "Sesame Street" producers used research at each step of the
way -to find out if each unit was comniunicnting effectively. The
way in whith the show was produced is admirably described in
Gerald Lesser's Children and Television: Lessons from "Sesame
Street," a book of immense value to anyone concerned with the
use of television for encouraging pro4ocial behavior.

The use of television or racro to suppoit consfructive behavior
is not new, of course. For many years "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood,"
the public television program produced in Pittsburgh, has dealt
with children with a respect, sensitivity, and fairness that is often

4 lacking in children's televisionincluding those programs that are
"pro-social." "Captitin Kangaroo" is another unself-conscious at-
tempt to deal with children seriously.and withimt ulterior instruc-

. tional motives. There are molly others, of course, and the critic
ctin provide a service for both broadcasters and chtldren by making
the issues and the role of broadcasters clear.

9t3
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Children and Broadcasting: Advertishig
...

&
Although most concern about televisi0o or radio and children tuf
been directed at the coated of children's programs, some critics
and researchers have been interested in the content and effects of
advertising for children. The concern centers on problem areas:
nutrition -and the development of a "swget-tooth," which leads to

rdesirable, dietary 'habits; the use of misleading visual devices in
toy advertising to create expectations that the product will not
satisfy; the failure to give full information about products for chD-

ditional dresses fort a doll may be costly; advertisements that en-
en, su as e c a es are no mc u or -

courage children to "ask your mom" for products; the use of hosts
I who may be trusted by children to deliver commercials; the over-.

reKesentation of men in both programs and commercials; and the .
total amount of commercial time in children's programs.

The issUe is clear and simple: critics !eel that childred are oTten
\exploited by _broadcasters. But the evidence to supegrt the charge

, is hard to come byadvertisements change from season to season,
and information is soon put-of-date. There are, however, some use-
ful studies which have analyzed children's advertising. The best
single source is Action for Children's Televisicin (46 Austin Stre.4,
Newtonville, Massachusetts, 02166). This organization maintains
a library and can usuplly provide the latest information in this
changing field.. Ais a benchmark and an indication of how the con- 0,

tent of commercials can be analyzed, Charles Winriick's Childrpn's "*.

Television Commercials is invaluable. F. Earle Barcus's more
recult work for A.C.T. provides a current survey 'of children's
telivision.

Critics can make a useful...contribution by noting abuses, by
comparug thekspaununity with data based on studies elsewhere, '

and by ielping to local& the elusive moan between no commercials 4
and coisequently, impoverished prognms and exploitative com-
mercials which abuse the trukt of children. .

I

Broadcasting and folitics

As wel mentioned earlier, much of the concern about the *effects

of broadcasting relates to its potAtial effect on vo4ing behavior.
The isSue Was raised in a sophisticated tashicarin 1968' by Richard

whose successful campaign for the presidency included *
wid read use of television and radio and use of advisers who

i
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-

came from advertising backgrounds. Joe McGuiness, whose book
The Selling of the Presidency attacked the use of dales tools in
politics, argued that candidates might soon be packaged and pre-
tested muCh like t'Sesame Street, a tiew breakfastOreal, or a new'
automobile desiAn.

Curiously, Richard Nixon reversed his St egy in 1972 and
won reelection by exphasizing radio and usin levision sparingly.
It was, once again, a sophisticated and effet e strategy but it
did not fit the 1968 stereotype. NeverC :gess, campaign consul-
tants familiar with the commercial *uses G vadcasting continue
to be employed by candidates.

Although the Watergate scandal and Ni 's resignation were
the inajor political events of The eafli 197( , television played a
surprisingly. small part in those events. The television coverage of
the Senate inquiry into the burglary and coverup, which was car-
ried nationally during the sununtar of.1973, no doubt helped to
create public conceie about events in Washington. Aside from that
coverage, however, Watergate did not relate tottelevisin, nor did
television appear to influence the c9urse of events.

The major bakes concerning politics and television that are of
interest to critics are:

I. Changes in tue 1968 Campaign Finance Law whicl: relate to
r the amounts- of money which can be used for television or

radio campaigns. The law appeared to be so complex in ad-
. ministration ill the 1974 congressional campaigns that

lations, solue inadveFtent, were .freisent. The bill may be
further amended before the 1976 elections. The aim of the

- bill is clear: to assure that all expenditures are reported and
that no single candidate will haye &substantial advantage in
bioadcast calnpaignipg. Critics will have to observe .political
broadcasts and the reports of gampaign financing and deter-
mine for themselves Whether, the law is necessary and effec-

. tive.
2. Changes in Section 315 oethe Communications Act of 1934

natty make it posaible for the major party bandidates for the
presidenoy to debate pn television, as Kennedy and 'Nixon
did in 1960. At the moment, Section 315 calls for equal Uwe
Co be made available to all qualified candidates for the ofilte.
This mians that all splinter party candidates have to be given..
time. Section 315 was suspended in 1960 and may be sus-
pended again. If it Were, many of the fears that television
allows candidates to hide behifid clever technicians could be
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dispelled. Debate's provide an unequalled oppOrtunity to ob-
: serve candidates under pressure. .

3. Campaign consultants contima to be a source of controversy,
. Candidates Obviously emplorother specialists, and there is

no reason to deny them the services of skilled television or
radio producers. Their presence, however, does little to en-
courage the public to believe that the candidates are spon-
taneous and open in their campaigns.

The period 1968-1974 was a difficult:one for those in television
news concerned with *politics. Some pilitical leaders, notably then
Vice . President Spiro Agnew, attacked the networks as Eastern,
liberal, elitist, and fndifferent to the interests of "the silent majori-
ty.". Others, such as Joe McGuiness, criticized Agnew and Nixon -
for managing, the news and ;running slick media arapaig Ls. Al-
though the letter group was, attacking the Nixon administration,
itat the Imedia, the net effect of their critiCism was to stimUlate
'suspicion of television. a

Perhaps the greatest difficulty for the .critic concerned, with
politics and- television is the abundance of predigested ideas avail-
ablf for repetition: News is managed by editors, we suspect. Newi
is managed by clever politiciass Name newscasters arenazy.
Campaign 'consultants can sk indiocre candidates, we have been
told. The prevalence of such generalizations encourages lazy
%hiking about the issuee. Tlie task for critics is to remain true
to their own experience and tEe data they can gather about events
elsewhere and to minimize their dependence on generalizations.

Wonfen and Television

There is a growing concern about the ways in Which women are
depleted qn teletasion. The roles they are. given in television corn:.
mercials, the roles they play` in television dramas, and the ways-in
which the concerns of women are reported in television news have
been the subject of concern and researt.h. Those interested in
these developments, in the absence of a single book-length summary
of the literature, may find useful materials in such journals as the
Journal, of Communication and thi Voters:al Broadcasting.

The concern about the ways in which womenand other minori.
tiesara depicted is based on the assumption that the television
portrayals serve as models for many -women. Others argue that

.1
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television depictions create ixpectations: women may be expected
to behave in limo consistent witli what is -seen on the screen.

Thus, there is 4 two-pronged concern about women and tele-
vision: 1) a concern about what is on the screen, and 2) a concern
about him what is on the screen affects its audience and/or the
society generally.

The,pther EffectpBroaIcast1ng

Radio and television have been identified as causal in a varietir '

of social situations. It has been suggested that the black revolu-
tiOn wq stimulated by the pictures of abundance viewed daily in
the honibà cif the poor; that regional differences are minimized by
television; that-radio served as a tribal drum that unified a ken-
eiatiop in the-1960c. that radio can be iised to influence, musical
tastes; that children lern to.read earlier because of television;
that television news has helped to nuke a better informed public
than formeky existed; that television ifews performs a disservice
by giving viewsis superficial coverage' of events; that television
distracts viewers from satisfactions they might azhieve in their
Real lives by pccupyinig their time with empty fantasies.; 'that
advertising on radio and televisionas well as on billboards, in
magazines and newspapezs, and sk oir-has helped create, a nation

9of consumers.
Mostt of thçse chargee seem to have sufficient validity that the

response to Uem is usually uncritical. Yet the evidence to support
the plarges t such effects occur is snrprisinglY 4ifficult to find.
The moTe chers look for proof that television causes violence,
alienation, Lause or tOnsumerism, the more they find that
these probIemiaëliited to many factors in today's environment,
of which television b only one.

Critics have responded tct this difficultythat television and
radio .seem to be part of st social problems but are the primary
or sole cause of nonein t differrt ways.' Some have argued
that televisidn, particularly, uld be treated as if it were caubal.
If the content of brOadcasting is changed, they argue, other changes
in tbe society may follow.

This was the strategy behind the attemptby the Surgeon General-
- to pop uhirizt awareness ot the link between cigarette smoking

and-cancer. By removing pro-smoking commercials from television
and replacing them witha(a lesser number of) anti-smóking spots,

,
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it was hoped that th; increase in cjgaret4e smoking could be re:
versed. Unfortunately, television wa s. apparently not sufficiently
causal to bring about the desired change. Cigarette smokiag has
increased, both in absolute nuMbers and as a Rercentage of the

since the advertising was removed from television.
isleirTelVerarthe--inclination_lo_ treat television and radio as

causal agents of social change persistsar thls-is- -because--
broadcasting, whiCh is subject to federal regulation, is 'more sus ?

ceptible to pressure than oi.her institutions which might also be
conaidered "causal."

Other critics, have argued that the effects of radio ind television
are so far-reaching that we do not have instruments capable of
measuring the ',changes. The leading exponent of this view was
Harold A. Innki, a Canadian economic historian,, who argued that
changes in c6mmunicatiohfrom land to sea, or from stone cutting
to paperrevolutionize a societY. Marshall McLvhan developed
and elaborated Innis's insight in a sates of publications that have
baffled, frustrated.and delighted a generation ofreaders.

McLuhantmay be frustrating to rsome because he views many
liberal reforms as merely retrograde. Commercials, he once Sug-
gested, are the most Mteresting, the most visual,- and the most
innovative use to which television has been put. If that is so, why
bother attempting to slecrease the amount o commercials on
television?

McLuhan has also noted that, from Abraham Lincoln to William
Jennings Bryan, politics was dominated by people who excelled
in public speaking. If our age is to be led by people who excel in
the use of radio and television, why worry? Bach age and culture
produces leaders who excel hi the media and 'styles dominant in
the.period. This ability to "see through" problems, to regarcl many
soberly debated "issues" as merely hang-ups left oxer from the age
ot print, frustrates television critics who would like to make it
respectable iika more traditional way. -

McLuhan is difficult te paraphiase. Its style is elliptical and he
speaks in parableshe circles his conclusion rather than marching
up to it in an Aristotelian progression. McLuhan also complicates
-matters by claiming to \be neither scientist nor critic, while *Pima-
thneously writing aboufscience and criticism.

With that sober caveat, let us spend a moment on Iwo of
McLuhan's principal contributions to the consideration of the ef-
fects of television and radio. His first contribution was to make us
aware of the importance of the medium. Before MeLuhant it was
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common far 'critics to report a speech heard and a speech kead in
a newspaper -as the same frevent. McLuhan pointed out that the
importance' of tone, audience response, pace, and inflection are
minimiFed; when a speech is reduced to print. Conversely, argu-
,ment, evidence, and logical chains are emphasized when a speech
is reported in print. Althougt earlier,. critics acknowledged that
the meditt* influenced the measage in the way that a rusty pipe

________ _ -
colors the water that flows through it, McLuhan )-a the radiW
critique in arguing that the medium is at least as important f
perhapi More importantthan the message flowing through it.
They are, he argued, inseparable.

' This% insiglit ks no longer radical, though often neglected. People
feel uneasy if,they admit that they Often Watch ,television, not to
get news or because they like specific programs but because they
like to watch television. Perhaps a print illustration will make the
point. I sometimei have to wait for a train when I go hOme after
work'. Standing at the platform, I often read want-ads in which
I have no intereat and obituaries about people who were. unknown
to me. Psychologists call this itiput-seekingtehavior. I read simply
because it's more pleasant than 'not reading. In the same way,
Many people watch televiaion because it's more pleasant than not
watching television. McLuhan was one of the first to observe this
phenomtmon. .

If the medium eis of crucial importance, the effects of the
medium must be of considerable importance to a society. In
Understanding McLuhan elaborates his analysis of the
effects of several media, including print (his Gutenberg Galaxy
is devoted to it), the blcycle (which led to the airplane), the
telegraph (which destroyed the crusading editm), the telephone,
the movies, radio, and television.

McLuhan's second contribution to broadcasting was to note
that art is environment ..consciou ly regarded. Laurel and Hardy. ,
movies were environment fed one genetation of viewers, but art,
for the next generation which regarded their conventional vatzety
sholiv antics as sophisticated comic art. Campbell's soup cans were
mivironment imtil Andy Worhol made the wOrld conVious of their
design. Coke bottles, automobiles, Ed Sullivan, and Ozzie and
Harriett mie all potentially art if ow environment is regarded as
an assortment of objets d'art. An this, McLuhan is merely par-
ticipiting in *the twentieth-century revolution in literature and the
arts. He was, however, the first and the only prominent critieof.
broadcasting to view the media as linked to the intellectual revo-
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lutions of our time. For many, the preseienee and popularity, of ,

Mc ;Abates writing has made him something of a prophet (profit).
In ihort, he remains uniquit and controversial among writers con-
cerned with broadcasting. -

More than any other critic, McLuhan has sensed the scale on
which media effects may operate. While others studied the effrts
of the circulation of a metropolitan newspaper upon local necas- .. J
papers, McLuhask was concerned with the effect of mass communi-

, cation upon our sense of the imtiortance of local politics, of cbm;
=unity and nation. While others worried if the use of television
and film production deviceechanged the "message" in a political
broadcast, McLuhan was interested in the way in Which television
was changing the expectations people have apolitical leaders and
of the ways in which they might participate in political decisions.
If by "serious criticism" we mean the paying of attention to large
issues rather than temporary problems, to the implications of an

\ idea rather than its immediate applicetion, McLuhra qualifies as,
one of the few serious critics'of broadcasting.

MeLuhan's approach may be particularly useful in dealing with
the productions of those interested in experimental video*: the'use
of studio or portable equipment for personal expression, for ex-
perimentationto discover what aesthetic achievements are possibfe,
or for the expression of ideas or experiences which fall outside the
content of conventional broadcasts, whether public or commercial.
At the moment- the centers of experimental video are New York
and Los Angeles, but experimentation occurs wherever someone
with an imaginative grasp of the possibilities of the medium has
free time, snd access to facilitiei. McLuhan'swillingness to let go
of conventional 'standards, his -intellectual laissez-faire-ism, are
applicable 'to all broadcasts. He is, however, the only major critic
to provide a working vocabularY and a crititial stance useful in
tmderstanding productions in whicli mill conventional criteria as
°equal time, "balance," "social effects," and similar concepts are
irrelevant. , .,

The Effects of Studying Effects

, Television is used and evaluated, in this country and most othett,
strategically. Someone usually,has an inter* in promoting a p
duct, a Political idea, a career; or a sport. Television is almo
never innocent. It seldom exists to be merely entertaining -(4
beautiful. Some producers and critics have argued plat it should

e.
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be free from commerce, but even in countries with goVernmeat-
sponsored systems, televisiosed ridio uspally serve the interests
of those who identify with de controlling ideology of the society.

Perhaps the reason television is used strategically is that it is a
potentially ?powerful social weapon, and those who control it
control power. Or perhaps it is simply because a television system
is enormously expensive, and it must meet the,perceived needs of
large numbers of people if Ms to receive their financial support..
Whatever the reaspn, television and the radio are usually thought'
of strategically, in, terms of their capacity for bringint about bene-
ficial or harmful social change. The system is evaluated by it§
social effects, proven or suspected.

In a pluralistic society, different grzups will have different inter-
ests and conflict will inevitably result. Somi grOups favor the
growth of consumerism; others, the growth ofconsumption. Some
will be alarmed at the potential effects of the mfdia in causing
violence; others will be indifferent to them...Sincesociel concepti
are esseetially conteskible, each group will attempt to define the-
desirability or undesirability of the effects of broadcasting in terms
of its own ideologr .

diven that a healthy pluralistic society handles its conflicts by
understanding, critics have an important function to perfordito
help their audiences understand who benefits from onq analysis of
medi&effects, -ana whE_. from another. By analyzing the charges
and evidence, critics can remind their audiences that the charges of
media effects usually outdistance the evidence by an unhealthy

waren.
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On May 9, 1961, Newton N. Minow, then Chairman of the Federal
Communications CoTr..nission, spoke before the National Associa-
tion bf Broadcasters. ac invited the broadcasters to view their tele-
vision stations from sign-on to sign-off. "1 assure you," he said,

. "that you will obseyve a vast wasteland." ,

. Thd phrase was quickly reported by the press and became a
' catch-word in popular discussions of television. The echo of the

despair 'expressed 'in Eliot's poem attracted intellectuals who
found it an apt summary of their disdain of the new medium.

Minow went on to identify the causes of the wasteland: the
pursuit of ratings, the need to hold mass audiences, the high cost
of programs, the need for programs, the demands- of advertisers.
His analysis was less widely reported, however, than the catchy
title of his speech and his threatening words that "there is nothing

`penhaneat or sacred about a broadcast license."
That speech may serve as a freeze-frame of the period: one of

President Kennedy's brightest appointees, speaking out against
things as they were and in favor of balance, the serving of many
interests, quality programs, and public broadcast:lig.

Nearly fifteen yea.rit have passed since that speech, and it seems
curiously elitist in its concern with quality, and surprisingly cur-
rent in identifying the issues that are still unresolveth concentra-
tion of control, the cost of programs, the concern with ratings,
and the tyranny of majority taste and the networks. Othersbright
and liberal commissioners have served on the FCC and, in some
cases, led it, but the problems remain.

Why, one may ask, have scune issues remained constant over
such a comparatively long period of time? One reason id that the
underlying problems; such as the -high cost of television program
production, have remained obstacles to those who would change
the system. As_long as production coats are high, television pro-
grams will have to be seen V1,4rge numbers of peopleeither at
one time or as a sum of manT rerunsin order to keep the cost-

- per-viewer readonably low. This leads inevitably to a concern with
maximizing audience size.

IL)
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Same problems remain because of false analyses of their causes.
Advertisers were often accused of using their influence to assure

`. that bland programs which presented noncontroversial settings for
commercials dominated the schedules of networks and stations.
As advertisers withdrew from promm-length sponsorship and
merely bought short spot announcements in programs, however,
the quality of the programs did not change to any great degree.

If the sponsors were not to blame, some argued, it must be the
"three men in New York"one at each network--who are respon--
sible for network program decisions. Bui, when prime evening
time was returned to local stations because of the Prime Time
Access 4ule, programming did not improve in most markets.
Game shows were offered by ktcal broadcasters more often Than
any other kind of program. Concentration of control, though per-

_ Imps undesirable for other reasons, did not appear to be the cause
of mediocrity.

And so television remains a conundrum, a puzzle, and a frustra-
bion to the critic. Why do so many people remain loyal audience
members of a inedium whichsets so low a standard of excellence?

The problem is not uniquely American. In the United Kingdom,
despite a nearly forty-year monopoly by the British Broadcasting
Corporation, which set about self:consciously to raise public taste,
andience interest in popular music and -light television program-
ming resulted in the introduction of alternative services in both
radio and television. England presents a particularly interesting
puzzle for those interested in pdblic taste, because the Labor
Party, which draws its support from those who are in the majority
in commercial program audiences, has opposed the growth Of the
commercial system for economic reason

It may be that the cultivation of excellenc broadcasting can
only be achieved if programs and delivery systems finanCed in-
dependently. of audience preferefices, but, in an age characterized
by. increasing populism, such solutions are not likely to he well
received.

What Happened to Excellence?

Although we have emphasized the constancy of some problems,
such as the concern with audience size or program cost, there
have been- important changes in the ways in which criticism of
broadcasting is phrased. Perhaps the most important is the change
from a concern with quality, which was widespread in the 1950s
and 1960s, to a concern witli effects.
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The Concern witti effects has had two results. As was mentioned
earlier, critics 'have often talked about the negative effects: imita-
tive violence, stereotring of minorities, and the manipulation of
children by advertisers. The result of this interest in effects has
been censorious. Pressure groups attempt to 'eliminate the pro-
grams weich produae, or may produce, the undesired effect. -

Others, also concerned with effects, have emphasized the
pospilities inherent in radio and television for bringing about
pro-social efferts. The result has been such programs ag "Sesame .

Stre-4," which has been widely praised for bringing about acceler-
ated learning of letters. "Zoom" has been praised for presenting
desirable models of personal relations which may be imitated 'by
viewers. "Feeling Good" wasItn attempt to improve the health
and nutrition elf audience members by presenting information and
models for imitation.

_
Although _public 'television producers are more concerned with

protsociai effects because their funding agencies are interested in
such poisibilities,' commercial broadcasters have also been inter-
ested in determining if their programs have pro-social effects.
"Fat Albert," for instance, was the object of an investigation to
determine -what kinds of "messages" were perceived by membeis
of the audience.

The eoncern with effects is interesting because of, the regula-
tory problems it raises. It is the 1970s corollary of the problem
raised by the "wastelana" speech: Who, we argued then, was to
determine what was qualitatively clearable? For the seventies the
problem is, Who should determine what kinds. of effects "should be
encpuraged or discouragedthe audience, by voticig with its on-off
swita; regulatOry agencies, responding to a variety of pressure
groups; or broadcasters, responding to audiences, funding groups

1,(whether commercial dr foundation or governmental), and their
long-range concern with keeping their licenses?

The Natural Relation

Philosopher Stanley Cavell, explaining why he wrote a book about
wrute that for twenty-five years going to films Was a normal

part of his week. It would, he said, "no more have occurred to me
to write, a study of movies than to write my autobiography."1

Having written the book, he wondered, "What broke mi natural
relation to movies?" The .estrangement from a medium wlik.h
finds its expression in the 'heed to philosophize about it is a coin-
corn experience in the popular arts. The dominance of the news-

J. A
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paper .in the nineteenth century was followed by an interest in
the organization, fundtions, and effects of the press that has re-
sulted in a rigorous academic field of study. Similarly, the discov-
:ery that the movies attended uncritically by a generation were in-
teresting to analyze resulted in the explosion of film books, maga-
zines, and criticism in the 1960s. Something, as Cavell observed,
happened to break the natural relation.

Marshall McLuhan has. noted the breakdown of the "natural
relation" and dmoObed it in different terms. He argues that those
things about whiclwe'are not self-consciousmovies in the thir-
ties, coke bottles in the fortiesare "environment." When we
become self-coitscious of our reactions to them, they become
"art." One fundtion of the artist is to shatter the natural relation,
to make u:s aware of the quality of everyday products (Andy.
Worhol or Claes Oldenberg), sounds (John Cage), or clothes (the
unsung genius who noticed that blue jeans have visual and tactile
qualities and take on something .of the experience of the wearer).
Blue jeans, urban sounds, motorcycle eligines, and Coca Cola bot-
tls were once .environment. The natural relation was broken,
however, and these things are now considered art.

Most people retain their natural Telatiorflo television. Although
viewers give 'token support to charges of mediocrity, they continue
to view repetitive progiams. Althpugh they are concerned-about
effects, they continue to view protraens containing representations
of reality that are violent and that emphasize dominance and cm
flict Radio and television may be arts to the minority that is ielf-
conscious"Star Trek" freaks and old radio show buffsbut for
most people it was never ,a wasteland and they are not yet arts. It
is .the role of critics to break the natural relation,.to raise the self-

.consciousness of viewers and listeners.

The Problems of Plenitude

Although the issues in broadcast criticism have been relatively
constant, aside from the change from a concern with quality to
a concern with effects, there has been a quiet revolution- in the
indusity. Whcre once the American public was sertred by less than
a thousand AM radio stations, thcre are noW more than five thou-
sand AM, FM. UHF-television and VHF-television stations. The
number of channels :of information available to us has increased
more than fivefold and has added the dimensions of sight, color,
and stereo sound.
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This radical increase " seiiice has attracted little attention
because the largest prime-time audience has remained faithful to
network television.. However, AM radio audiences have recovered
froLa the low levels of the 1950s (after the introduction of tele-
vision), ar.rd FM radio is rapidly increasing the size of the audi-
ence it serves. Wale televisihrk offers a future in which the num-
ber of channels may be further increased.

In the recent past the Fa has followed policies aimed at
priventing a breakdown of the dominant commercial broadcast
services. A breakthrough, rather than a breakdown, in eoirmu-
nication services- may be approaching. The ways in which this
plenitude is used will be a major issue for critics in the near
future. Of immediate concern is the role of the FCC. Should it
protect the established services or enbourage cable, ,satellite,

*laseror other distribution stems?

Beyond the Wasteland

We began. by suggesting tkat Newton Mino14's comments on the
"wasteland" could serve as \a, tableaut of the 1960s. It was the age
of big cars, big networks, biadVertising budgets, and big regula-
tory agencies. Liberal reform , frail Newton Minow to Nicholas a
Johnson, made little' perceptible.change in the iolicies or contents
of American broadcasting.

What lies ahead? Will the same' Dimes be raised by future refor-
mers, or will there hika radically different system with different
problems? Honesty and modesty make it necessary to attach a
disclaimer to any discussion of the' futureit simply is impossible
to know. Yet- there are some trends which deserve the attention
of critics:

1. The creation of a new government agency, the National
TelecomMunications and Information Agency (NTIA) pro-
vides a center fat the plannilig of comMunication policy
that does riot have a vested, yrterest in prOtecting the exis-
ting system.

2. The development of new channels may lead to opportunities
for new voices to be beard or, if badly administered, a repe-.
tition of the mune voices heard now in the existing channels.

3. The potential 'profit from any widely accepted innovation
' interactive cable, direct satellitZ-to-home transmissionis

enormous. ,
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4. As each change has occurred in broadcasting technology
. FM, color, video tape recordingNhe existing institutions

have been incorporated in the new service. This may not
occur m the future. The netwvks, for Ms.tanee, may not be
needed for the transmission'''. of entertainment programs;
newspapers may not be needed ir videotext can be improved.

All of the observations listed above are modest and conservative
in the sense that they assume the continuity of society in 4pproxi-
mately the ferm that we know it:There are other factors which
may move the social ground upon wlich the communication
system is built. '

For ipstance, there is a widespread re ewal of interest in reli-
gion and its relation to everyday life. T is interest often occurs
outside establishedreligions and takes the form of studies in Yoga,
participation in the Human Potential Movement, or the reading of
sacred texts from other cultures. This interest has had little effect
on our public life becau.ge it exists largely in small organizations:
a. group of friends, a class, or a popular book by an anthropologist
about his exploration of die uses of peyote by,\Indians. Such in- ,
terests and activities may seem socially negligible, but they are
widespread. -

Many splinter groups, with a substantial audience amOng the
young, are challenging the separation of the religions from other

. institutions in public life. Secularization has been one of the con-
cepts which freed scientific, corporate, and university.life froni

. the shackles of the past. Theodore Roszak has argued,

Now all this is changing. There is a strange, new radicalism abroad
which refuses to respect the conventions of secular thought and

- value, which irsists on making the visionary powers a central
point of politica.: reference.2

.1*. This thrust toward integrating vision .and everyday life is new. .

.1t is easy to clIsmiss: But let us imagine some possible consequences,
if large numbers of people followed the path toward a society int-.....,...........
hued with religious values. One might expect the concept of ob-
jectivity, in institutional. Rlanning to be sacrificed for the imme-
diate needs of those concerned with it. The "new journalism" of
the 1960s challenged the &incept of objectivity, and advocacy
formally acknowledged rafrther than implied advocacyis now ,

r more. common. What if broadcast journalists, in large numbers, .

-abandoned objectivity as a goal and made an effort to report the
"truth". of their own experiences of events? Can we imagine the

1
U.
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production of an advertisement az areligious exercise in which the

aimt is to bring about as total as possible a disclosure between the
maker of a product and theconsumer?

One slips 'into parody attempting to describe future models for
communication systems.. But "new historians" are arguing for the
validity of the subjective experience of history, and "new econo-
mists" are arguing that economic values cannotperhaps should
notbe objectified atthe expense of the subjective ekperience of
the people 6oncerned. Perhaps we are experiencing a humanizing

of nineteenth-ientury social, economic, and religious views in
which vision and reality were separated. Perhaps ire. are experi-
encing the early, tremos of a larger seismic disturbance.

We are now at the far side of the wasteland. MIL Great Society
and the war which blossomed with it are behind us. What liçs
beyond the', siasteland is unknown. Whatever communicati
systems develop must. fit the society qf that future time. It is the
jqb of critics US note where they nt and where they pinch.

vo

Notes
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Afterword

.,The criticism af radio and television in the United States developed
at the same time as public awareness of the vast budgets, audiences,
and possible effects of broadcasting. As a consequence, American
critics, with occasional notable exceptions, have been less.inter-
ested in 'the quality of the programming and its cultural role than
in the issues and celebritia which have provided readers' for their

It does not have to be this way. Gilbert Seldes has suggested
ways in which spicific.prbgrams may be considered as illusizations
of larger issues. Bu% the widespread concern with the current, the
topical, may in itse1f prove fatal, to criticism. By. emphasizing a
series of seemingIrdiscrete issues as they appear, the critic may
miss the assumptions un.derlying them all.

Raymond Williams, the English critic, has written that most
criticism falls into two categories. The first is technological deter-

. minism, wItich assumes thetechnological innovatigns are causes
of social change (the automobile caused the growth of suburbs;
the printing press caused modem, bireaucratic, literate society;
the transistor caused the development of yduth cultore; etc.).1
The second, symptomatiq technology, "appears" less deterministic

s because it assumes that technological changes are the symptoms of
large-scale changes determined by other forces. Criticism of Ameri-
can broadcasting can fie neatly pigeon-holed inteAVilliams's two
categories: those whoS argue that television is the 'cause of social
change (rising criine, divorce rates, etc.) and those who see radio
and television as sympteins of a society characterized by increas-
ing alienation, passivity, and rootlessness.

Williams suggests that it is possible to establish a third critical
position. Communication technologies, he argues, were intention-
ally developed in response to problems perceived in many different
countries.

I.

The decisive and earlier tranifonnation of industrial production,
And :ts new social fowls, which had grown out of a long.history

ft
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of capital accumulation and working technical improvement,
created new needs but also nee/ possibilities; and the communi-
cations systems, down tn television, were their intrinsic outcome.2

One need not accept Willian;S's conclusions to appreciate his
major contribution: he hits stipped back from "the issues" and
transeended the smaller questions by framing them in a larger
one. Rather than asking, "Does television Cause violence?" or "Is
violence cn television a symilom of violence elsewhere in the so-
ciety?" he asserts, "If we are to begin to. approach Ely real study

, of effects, we shall have to retuin to a scientific consideratiop of
causes."3 ./

This kind of meta-critiCism' (the criticism of criticism) is lacking
pn the American scene. 'W badly need critics who are able note
only to deal with the issu raised earlier in. this paper bit to frame
those issues in larger cul ural criticism.

If meta-critics are ,colicenied with framing and evaluating the
issues of the day in a larger context., there is another kind of criti-
cism *blob relates radio and television to issues which tzinscend
the media and the day perhaps even the age. Let us, for conve-
nience, call it "transcendent criticism." Such critics might been
with a. general concern' and relate it to the media. For instance,
sociologist Robert Nisbet has written,

Pluralist society is fret1 society exactly in proportion to its ability
to ptotect as large a domllin as possible that is governed by the
informal., spontaneous, custom-derived, .and tradition-sanctioned
habits of the mind rather than by the dictates, however rational-
ized, of government and judiciary. Law is vitalformal, statute
lawbut when every relationship hi socrety becomes a potentially
legal relationship, expressed in adversary fashion, the very juices

I of the wrial bond dil up, the. social impulse atrophies:* i'

,

. In 1980- we are experiencing a fundamtntalist revival: patrio-
tism, military strength and a reduced lifestyle 'reflecting reduced
consumption. of oil ale the coins of social interaction. Yet, the
technological breakthrought which give greater choice to bonsum-
ers and which make national contxol of communications more dif-
ficult afe also with us. It seems unlikely that we can turn back in
our political life while our communibation systems develop. Such

.. meta-problems call *for the active involvement of the critic in our
everyday life.

This book has been organized around the eriticai issues of the
day in broadcasting. These are, after all, the matters which hold

11 j
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our attention from day to day. if the reader not only deals with
the issues but questions whether they are issues (meta-criticism)
or relates them to larger and more durable concerns (transcendent
criticism), the result will be both better understanding of television
and insight into the allure in which we partkipate.

Notes
A
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